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(captioner standing by).
>> Recording in progress.
   >> LESLIE WILSON:  Hello.  Welcome to the Disability:IN EMEA Disability Inclusion Summit.  We're so pleased to be launching this terrific event, and it was planned with the help of the EMEA Disability Inclusion Council that we have that we're working with at Disability:IN.
Thank you all for joining us.  We have over 600 people registered for today.  It's going to be a great event.  I'm Leslie Wilson the Senior Vice President to global workplace initiatives.  A while woman with blond hair, wearing a blue top, sitting in my home office.  My pronouns are she, her, and hers.  We have a content‑rich summit with 15 speakers from companies representing a variety of industries and sectors.  I want to thank my colleagues Kisha and Bridgett making this a success.  Special thanks to Kate Calcutt and you all know her well because you get the emails for hard work to make this a success.  Also to the great speakers.  So many willing to share expertise with us today.
Before we get started a few housekeeping remarks I would like to cover.  Kate, if you would like to go to the next slide.  So, Kate, I'm not seeing the sign language interpreters.  While she's doing that.  Attendee mics are muted and you are not able to speak but can you ask questions and make comments in the chat box and we welcome those.  You can submit your questions throughout the presentations.  I suggest you get them in as early as possible because it's kind of a first‑come‑first‑serve thing.  When you have a question that pops into your brain, please put it into the chat.  We will handle questions in the last 15 minutes of each presentation.
For language translation, please see the StreamText link that was sent to you by email.  It was also put in the calendar invitation.  You can translate into 15 different languages.
Select the CC icon to be able to see and view the captioning.  It says Live Transcript actually under it and then you see, CC, then you can click on show subtitle, and you'll begin to see the subtitles running across the screen.
We have ASL, American Sign Language and International Sign Language interpreters today.  The ASL video panel will be spotlighted on the screen and you'll be able to see everyone.  Everyone will be able to see that.  We just need to get that worked out.
Next slide, please.  So if you're not familiar with us, I would like to talk a little about Disability:IN.  It is an amazing organization, and it's the leading nonprofit resource for business disability inclusion worldwide.  We're operating in every region of the world.  We have a network of 300 corporations and 25 affiliates.  Our job is to empower business to achieve disability inclusion and equality.
And to invigorate disabilities initiatives.  So what you're going to hear today is a group of companies that are doing some really amazing work in this area, but as we all know and as we mentioned this morning, it's a journey.  It's not something that happens overnight, so I'm hoping that our speakers will not only talk about what they've done that's been successful, but also talk about the challenges and how they got there.  We're here to help you explore best practices, to connect to each other because we know that business learns best when it learns from each other, to incorporate these very, very important cultural changes, and then we know from the Accentuer research of the Disability Equality Index, there are very much positive business outcomes correlated with a disability‑inclusive business.
Next slide, please.
, so I want to welcome first of all two very important people, Wil Lewis is Chair of the Disability:IN roundtable and chief officer at Experian and great fend to us, and thank you for being with us and getting up in central time zone in the U.S. at 3:30 to be on the call.  Jill Houghton our President and CEO at Disability:IN.  I'll turn it over to you, Wil, why don't you get us started.
>> WIL spts LEWIS:  I'm thrilled to be here with the team this morning.  I confirm that I can see the sign language interpreters as well so they're on the screen and working well.  As Leslie mentioned I'm Wil Lewis, a black male, I'm he, him, I have a beard and wearing a white shirt.  I'm thrilled to represent Disability:IN's board of directors and also as co‑chair of the global roundtable here today.  Also, on behalf of my colleagues at Experion from around the world tuning in for today's summit.
I will tell you that I want to tell you a little about Disability:IN and why it's so important to me.  When I think about Disability:IN, I really think about a community, a community that can help me as an individual representing a corporation and everyone that represents corporations from around the world think about how they can infuse disability inclusion throughout the workplace.
Over the years, I have learned so much from Disability:IN and our colleagues there, and also have been able to identify some very talented individuals through many of the programs that Disability:IN has.  I'll tell you that there are a couple of things before I get into some more detail around Disability:IN that I learned where Disability:IN has helped us take a look at disability practices throughout the organization and really raise the bar on disability inclusion.  It helped us identify talent as I mentioned, and also we've been able to send current employees of Disability:IN into the organization to really grow, develop, and learn.  For me, it really is just common sense.  Right.
The Global Roundtable which I'm really honored to be co‑chair of, it really takes a look at three regional councils around the world, the Asia Pacific council, EMEA council and the council around Latin America.  They're interactive Forums for business leaders to engage with peers across industries.  Really, it's an opportunity for you to bring things you're grappling with and others to bring items they're grappling with, and then Disability:IN as an organization works to try to provide solutions.  Also, it's this really fertile ground for us to be able to connect with each other, to learn what other organizations are doing, and how to pull it through.
There are a couple of events that are coming up.  Mostly virtual.  They're happening over the course over the next year.  April 20, 2022 and I encourage you in your organizations to send a representative across the Asia Pacific region to join a virtual event.  Don't worry, Kate will be sending tons of information before you get there.  Someone is trying to find a link right now, but it's not until April.  I'm telling you to block your calendar right now if you're in Asia Pacific for April 20, 2022.  We'll also be holding this summit right now today that hopefully you're at for our Disability Inclusion Summit and hopefully you stick around for the entire day, and then certainly we'll have webinars across LATAM and Council events.  If you're interested or have teammates interested in joining the Global Roundtable I welcome you as one of the co‑chairs.  Just ee Kate@disability:IN.org and her information is on the slide.  There as well, we'd love to have you and again welcome to our global ‑‑ or our EMEA Inclusion Summit.  Happy to have here.  Let me turn it over to Disability:IN President and my friend Jill Houghton.
>> Jill Houghton:  It's such a pleasure to be here and work alongside everybody this morning.  My name is Jill Houghton.  I'm the President and CEO of Disability:IN.  I am a caucasian female with my hair pulled back and brown glasses on and my pronouns are she, her.  I'm also a woman with a non‑apparent learning disability, so something that you can't necessarily see but definitely part of my human experience.
So, we are so honored to be engaging with you today.  You know, Disability:IN, our movement was born because of you, because business has the power to change the world.  We know that across the globe there are all kinds of regulations and pieces of legislation and very important things that have occurred to drive disability inclusion.  The one thing that none of those things ‑‑ none of those pieces of legislation or regulations can do is legislates attitudes.  Business has the power.  You have the power to change the world around the inclusion of people with disabilities, and we like to say if you're leading Diversity & Inclusion and you're not including disability, then it's a missed opportunity and you're not leading inclusively.
So if you think about Disability:IN and you close your eyes, we're that place where business comes together to really ‑‑ not really to focus on the why, but to focus on the how.  I think Wil talked about the how.  We're the place that you come together and learn.  Everything that we do at Disability:IN is driven by you.  It's driven by business.  I'm just going to shine a light on a couple of things and draw your attention to them.
So, we have something called where we certify DOBEs.  Disability‑Owned Business Enterprises and it grew out of the supplier diversity movement in the U.S.  Really, we have learned greatly from the entities that certify minority‑owned businesses and women‑owned businesses and LGBT‑owned businesses, and all of those entities have begun to extend their work around the globe, and we have as well.
So, we are the certifying body.  That's one of our programs for disability‑owned businesses, and we have a certification committee that reviews applications and certifies these businesses.  They're in the process actually today as we speak in reviewing their first application outside of the U.S. 
So, this is pretty significant.  It's when a business gets certified, they're certifying that they're 51% owned, operated, controlled, and managed by a person or persons with disabilities.  So stay tuned for a big announcement later this year as we hopefully announce our first certified disability‑owned business outside of the U.S.  These businesses work in all different lines of business.  They may be your professional staffing company.  They may work with you on universal design.  They may be companies that provide produce.  It's every line of business that you can imagine anymore.
The next program to shine a light on is the Global Disability Equality Index.  We like to call it the GDEI.  This is a program that really began 7 years ago.  Again, it began in the U.S.  It was really driven by companies asking us what does good look like and where do I get started?
So based on that premise, we put together an Advisory Committee comprised of people with disabilities and allies that sit within the business and outside of the business in a wide variety of roles, including legal, because we realized we could ask the best questions in the world but if legal said that a company couldn't answer them, then the questions were really bad.
So, the DEI looks at things like culture and leadership, enterprise‑wide access, employment practices, community engagement, supplier diversity, and really digs down into the categories and helps the company identify tangible actions, things that you can do to advance disability inclusion.
So as that work has progressed in the U.S., over 75% of the companies participating in the DEI, companies like Wil's company, Experion or the companies on the first panel, Accenture, Bank of America, JPMorgan Chase, all have footprints around the globe.  What we were hearing from them is that we need a tool that works not just in the U.S.  So we are deep in the midst right now of a pilot with the Global DEI.  We have over 40 companies participating, and they're filling out this survey.  They're filling out the survey with the viewpoint of looking across regions around the globe.  The survey is active right now.  As the survey begins to wind down, what we hope to learn is are these questions culturally competent in different regions, more about the legal framework, more about self‑identification.
So stay tuned.  We're on this journey.  We're on this journey with you.  We know we're going to learn a lot from this pilot.  We're going to take the learnings from the pilot and we're going to share them, and then we're going to refine the tool and work together to launch the Global DEI this coming year in 2022.
Next slide.
This is the last thing.  So, we have a program called Inclusion Works.  Think about ‑‑ think about a community of practice.  Think about a place where companies come together, get teamed with consulting services but also get teamed with each other.  Leslie actually leads this program.  Many of you are engaged with this program.  We began this program about 6 years ago and the beautiful thing is that we track quarterly hires of the participating companies.  So, 6 years ago we began with 6 companies.  If we fast‑forward to today, we have 80 companies participating.  Collectively, we can account for over 140,000 hires of new talent with disabilities across the globe.  There is no program in the universe that has accomplished that in every quarter.  The beautiful thing about this program is that the hires continue to go up.  There are many companies participating that are actually engaging in this program around the globe.  If it you want more information, can you always reach out to Kate@disabilityin.org.  But excited to engage with you today and to listen to companies talk about what they're doing and how they're doing it.
I'm going to turn it over to Leslie.  Thank you so much.
   >> LESLIE WILSON:  Thank you, Wil and thank you, Jill.  I have to say, Wil, we already got 10 emails asking to join the EMEA Council, so I think you did a great job.  Jill, you did such a nice job, I bet we got a lot of interest in the Inclusion Works and DOBE Program and also hopefully the Global DEI.
Here we are.  We're ready to get going.  This is a Disability:IN EMEA Summit session.  This is the lineup.  There are four sessions.  You received links for each one of them.  There are unique links for every session.  Make sure that you're clicking on the right one.  You had an agenda which has the links in it, but you also have it in email and you also have it in your calendar invite.
So our first session will be how to create a culture of inclusion to support employees with disabilities.  The presenting companies are Bank of America, JPMorgan Chase and company and Accentuer.  The next session is importance of ERG and BRG to drive disability inclusion and we at Disability:IN are learning that that is a very important component of moving inclusion around the world.  Presenting companies are Google, State Street, and Cummins.  Recruitment strategies in EMEA will be next, Helm Foundation helped us put it together.  They're based in Egypt.  It's Amazon, P and G, PEPSICO Egypt, and Vodafone and then finally regional regulations and laws impacts disability employment in Europe and Middle East and Africa.  The presenting companies are Cummins and Pearson.  Make sure you have the correct link to each presentation.  You don't want to miss it.
We'll get into it.  I'd like to introduce the speakers on how to create a culture of inclusion.  Alberto Lapi is employee relations and human resources at Accenture and you have an extended title we have in the next slide.
Katy Ingle Bank of America.  Helen Tabeshfar, JPMorgan Chase and company.  I'm moderator Leslie Wilson senior Vice President global workplace initiatives at Disability:IN.  Alberto I'll turn it over to you.
>> ALBERTO:  Thank you very much.  I'm really very happy to be here to share what we are doing here locally and above all to learn.  This is a great opportunity.  Thank you.
Just an information related to me for the ones who are attending and not able to see.  I am in a room here with some flowers here, where I am sitting there are some flowers.  Here the sun is shining so I'm very happy to start.  Okay.  Next slide, please.  Thank you very much.
I'd like to share with you a story, our story here in Italy.  The attempt to overcome the legal obligation that we have and to begin a journey, to become more inclusive with one certainty, that if a person can be completely herself, himself, she or he is more productive and innovative.  We are looking for innovation.  Every time, every moment.  Disability can be a source for innovating in the teams for the business.
Of course, it's necessary to create an environment where everyone can be herself and himself.  So, we have declined this objective in one mission, to create a working environment where it's easier than today to self‑declare as person with disability, so manage persons with disabilities, to hire, and as we say to schedule and assign to projects persons with disabilities.
Keeping in mind that we would be credible only implementing facts, visible and meaningful acts and action.  For changing the culture, that is the most important thing.  It's necessary to create some facts, some concrete facts.  So in this picture for who can see it, we are describing what we are doing in this journey.
First, change ourself by educating, self‑declaring.  People care about actions.  As the inclusive workplace, a tool, the name is Job Station that I will shortly describe to you.  These are the first actions.
The second part is related to the ecosystem, the whole picture in which we are part.  So, we are working and created with other companies here in Italy an association.  The name of the association is in English Abilities Unleashed.  We have a logo with a lot of colors, so we can start in describing the facts that we are trying to do.
So, next slide.  Thank you.  First of all, a lot of education, I was saying.  We have identified a sponsor.  Without sponsors it's very difficult to lead.  It's necessary to have a senior leader in the organization that helps each initiative to be successful.  We started with a survey for all the employees to understand what they are seeing in the minds of our persons.  Then we started educating with very specific session it's and very operational sessions.  We decided to go in all the meetings.  We defined these meetings community meetings where there are all the employees.  We go there for explaining why it's important to include all, persons with disabilities especially.
Then we tried to take part in other meetings in which our colleagues were talking about inclusion in the whole meaning of the term.  And then we are working on education for the managers that are recruiting employees.  This is for educating ourself.  Next slide.  Thank you.
Self‑declaration.  We have discovered that a lot of us decide not to declare as person with disability.  We define this situation at hidden disability.  The reasons are many.  There are a lot.  Anyway, we decided to reach the colleagues that are using here in Italy a specific lead of absence defined by law for medical reasons.  We decided to ask if we can do something for caring.
A lot of employees decided to declare.  Next slide.  Thank you.
And then Job Station.  Job Station is a flag project for us.  It's an attempt for including who is suffering for psychological disease.  We are in contact with a lot of NGOs locally based in Milan and Rome.  With them they are helpful.  It's very important.  We are trying to hire and we are hiring persons who are living with mental health sufferings.
We created a specific environment for helping their gradual position in the company.  Next slide, please.
Yeah.  The People Care is made also by a team that has been created for listening, listening to persons who have issues and problems related to inabilities, disabilities, chronic disease, everything.  Psychological counseling, the Employee Assistance Program, of course, but also specific counseling for persons with disabilities if needed.
We implemented a health care fund fund by law, but we decided to pay for additional medical treatments.  Then together for us in Italy, we say this is a project for our employees who have children with disabilities.  It's a sort of self‑aid with a psychologist that helps with a path, a journey, and it's really great to listen to the stories of mothers and fathers of children with disabilities.  Next slide, please.
Just for closing, my 12 minutes, we can go to the next slide because my time has ended.  This is Abilities Unleashed.  We put together NGOs and big companies, institutions, universities for sharing best practices for improving our way of being a company.  That's all.  I have to stay in the time.  Thank you very much for your attention.
   >> LESLIE WILSON:  Katy, take it away.
>> KATY:  Good morning, thank you Leslie.  I'm Katy Ingle head of Diversity & Inclusion for the EMEA Region at Bank of America.  It's a pleasure to be with you today.  I'm a white woman with brown hair, glasses, wearing a dark blue top, and I'm in my home office in Chester in the UK and pronouns are she, hers, hers.  Today I'm speaking about how Bank of America is creating a culture of inclusion to support employees with disabilities, giving you insight into our evolving journey, what we've learned so far and our continuing focus.
Now, our corporate strategy is focused on responsible voice, and a key part that have is being a great place to work for employees.  Being a place to work where all employees feel they can bring their whole self to work.  On the slide I have today I kept it very simple.  They're the areas of focus and what we focus actions on.  When we think about creating a culture of inclusion, we need to make sure it's multi‑faceted approach.  Taking into consideration not only the representation of people with disabilities in the workforce, but also what actions we're taking to provide an inclusive workforce, a workplace for people with disabilities, too.
As I go through the short session, I'm going to be touching on a couple of these areas and providing you with some key examples.  So first of all, the creating of diverse talent into our organization.  Now, in order to create a healthy pipeline of talent, we've increased our disability‑focused recruitment initiatives in EMEA, and examples include working with consulting in the UK to engage with and attract students with disabilities.  We also leveraged the job board to post jobs and this provides a website that is able to be adjusted and tailored to individual needs.  In Ireland we work with the Willing Able and Mentoring Program to provide workplacement that aims to promote access to the labor market for graduates with disabilities and build employability skills.
And in addition, we also make sure that recruiters and managers have training to ensure that we have provided a disability‑friendly recruitment experience and hiring experience for all.
Secondly, so creating opportunities for teammates to grow and develop.  Visual learning.  We offer specific learning on certain conditions all available online and in various formats to seek the needs of both our employees and support our managers.  In addition, we hold sessions with external partners to raise awareness to share best practice.  For instance, we recently hosted Disability:IN who provided a learning session event on neurodiversity and Autism in the workplace.  We also drive a suite of Diversity & Inclusion learnings, which really focus on driving inclusive behaviors for our leaders, managers, and employees.  Exactly what Jill said earlier.  Those increased behaviors are key.
Now both recruiting and developing people with disabilities certainly helps in making sure we have representation in our workforce.  However, as I mentioned earlier, without an inclusive environment, we'll not be able to either support or retain the talent.  So what are we doing to promote an inclusive workplace?
So first of all, our employees networks.  We have a disability advocacy network down here in EMEA and we have five chapters with just under 1,000 members.  Globally we have 32 chapters and 17,000 members.  That's a huge network for people to tap into.  Our employee networks play a critical role in advocating, engaging, supporting, and developing our employees and communities on all areas of disability, chronic disease, and emotional wellness.
The networks also work hard to collaborate with other networks to drive an intersectional approach.  We've seen a network recently collaborate with LGBT + and parent and careers network on family mental health and being an LGBTQ + parent or parent of a child and in the coming weeks also intersecting with the military network where a veteran who is visually impaired will come talk to us about their journey and resilience and the mental health.
Also, many of our employees choose to tell us a story, either during an event or on the Internet page.  Storytelling is a really powerful tool, and we often find that those open conversations and real‑life stories help others to ask for help with their story or tap into resources, benefits, and support that we have available.  It's a really powerful tool we've used in our environment.
So for us the work and focus of our network is critical to the culture and creating that inclusive environment.  Further elements that we've included or you know that we have included or policies and guidance, we support that inclusive culture, so policies and learning in place around anti‑harassment, bullying, equal opportunities, code of conduct, and again that really supports our culture and makes it clear that discriminatory behavior of any kind is not acceptable at Bank of America.
Our learning this year is also evolved to talk about being an active upstander as well.  Now, we also commit to external benchmarks and commitments that help to signal to our employees on the outside world that we're not only disability friendly but more importantly focused on making sure we're committed to creating a disability‑inclusive work environment and helping us make improvements to continue on that journey.
Some of these benchmarks and commitments include the Valuable 500, government disability scheme here in the UK and the Global Disability Equality Index from Disability:IN as we heard from the team earlier.
Now one of the most valuable actions that we've taken is to hold focus groups with our employees, specifically asking for feedback on our approach to disability inclusion.  We have this externally moderated and we ask for honest feedback on the good and bad.  This not only made sure our employees knew this was important that their experience is important to us, but making sure that they had a voice.  It also provided us with great feedback that we could then make sure that we evolved into our journey.  That feedback was based on real, lived experience and perspectives within our organization.  We then leveraged our partners like Disability:IN to help us on our journey as we continue to drive best practices and disability inclusion.
More recently, we've been through lots of uncertainty in our lives, all of us have.  As we work through the approach during COVID, at Bank of America we also adapted our approach to support workforce.  Focusing on health and well‑being of employees and helping address the personal impacts the environment has had on employees and families.  Some examples included expanding our employee benefits, including COVID testing, no‑cost virtual general medicine, behavioral health consultants, and mental health resources.
We've also launched innovative solutions to support teammates including child and adult care reimbursement.  Resources for parents and students, and enhancing remote learning capabilities for teammate's children as well.
We've also added new physical and mental health resources such as training for stress management, resiliency and mindfulness, leveraging the Thrive program and further extending that thrive program to thrive for families, so resources for families to support the mental and emotional well‑being of their family members as well.
Now, as we're starting to return to the office we continue to focus on making sure employees that require ongoing or new adjustments have the support they need to integrate back into the workforce supported and safe.  Now, investing in our communities.  So we aim to match the diversity of the clients and communities in which we operate.  Investing in our communities is not only the right thing to do but also creates opportunities for our employees to learn and grow.  One of the partnerships we have in the space is we partner with the Special Olympics around the world and in London we provide support through volunteering opportunities through the Special Olympics events recently.
In addition to delivering for clients, here in EMEA we're not a retail bank and our focus is very much on looking for opportunities to invest and partner with organizations who are supporting disability inclusion.  I also spend a lot of time these days with clients, providing them with insight and best practices on Diversity & Inclusion and helping them to drive a culture of inclusion in their organizations.
Now, all of these elements together really help to drive that culture of inclusion and provide the support and engagement and advocacy needed for people with disabilities.  However, it is an evolving journey at Bank of America.  So what does the future look like?  So here in EMEA right now we're focusing on improving our adjustment process, streamlining it, making it easy for new hires, employees, managers, to request any adjustments and to tap into the support needed for each other.  That's an ever‑evolving process.
The secondary focus is on our data and collecting data across all areas of diversity can be difficult, but particularly on for employees with disabilities, so it's crucial to us to continue to develop our inclusive culture so that people feel comfortable providing that data and then allowing us to make sure that we're providing the resources, support, development opportunities, and benefits needed for our workforce.
So it's an ever‑evolving journey and I know that I'm certainly going to learn a lot, and I already have from other organizations on the summit today.  So, thank you and now I'm going to hand it over to Helen from JP Morgan.
>> HELEN:  Thank you very much, Katy.  I appreciate that.  My name is Helen our Vice President for diversity, equity and inclusion in EMEA.  I'm a white woman with dark hair up on top of my head.  I'm sitting in my home office on the South Coast of the UK and I'm in a light gray top.
Advance to the next slide, please.  One more after that, please.  Thank you.
During this time in our history, the intersectionality of disability with gender, race, ethnic, sexual, and religious identities drives home all the more the need for fairness, equity, and equality.  JPMorgan Chase wants to increase representation across the globe for employees with disabilities through expanding awareness, driving career progression and leadership opportunities, and importantly as we're talking about here today, fostering an inclusive environment.
Next slide, please.
So, I think we spoke about it earlier and Leslie alluded to it, but it doesn't start immediately and it takes a while to build.  The slide on the screen at the moment shows some of that journey through from 1924 until present day.  And it also starts with accountability.  So with the full support of our operating committee and through the firm's initial investy and inclusion organization, our office of disability and inclusion was created in 2016.  That was specifically put in place to build on the firm's efforts to drive inclusion with a more dedicated focus for people with disabilities.  Next slide, please.
And it takes an Army, so over the course of 5 years, ODI has been working with internal and strategic partners, and on the screen now it shows some of the individuals across the firm and across the globe within our organization that have helped in that journey.  So our work has been to standardize the way that reasonable accommodations are funded and delivered with employees as well as job applicants and some of that work has been to ensure inclusive technology is embedded not only in the firm's Internet portals, for example, but also in the firm's control frameworks and enables for automation as much as possible.
We've established the firm's first global assistive technology help desk specifically for employees with disabilities.  We've driven new diverse hirings through Autism at work program, and we've taken an approach to find and do business with companies owned by people with disabilities.  We're also making sure that the firm's workplaces, the branches and public buildings, are fully accessible.
So, as I said at the start, part of building that inclusive environment is networking across the whole organization and it's very much a team effort.  Next slide, please.
And how do we do that?  So, we think about what we call the Four As.  So that's attitude, accessibility, accommodations, and assimilation.  And that helps the firm to better understand how to hire, manage, and advance careers of individuals with disabilities.  When we're thinking about the Four As, on the screen we're showing now that attitude is creating a firmwide corporate environment with the right business strategy and attitude to recruit, hire, retain, and advance the careers of people with disabilities.
When we think about accessibility, we're thinking about our firmwide policies and strategy that ensures reasonable accessibility standards are maintained for employees with disabilities.
When we think about accommodations, we're thinking about eliminating barriers with processes and with systems so candidates and employees can get the reasonable accommodations they require to perform their the jobs.
And in terms of assimilation.  We're assimilating qualified people with disabilities into the firm as well asinto management and leadership positions.
Next slide, please.
Some of what we're thinking about when we think about driving results in that space, so in terms of attitude, we have This is Me stories.  Now, This is Me is a piece of work that started in our region in EMEA and then went global.  It's stories with people feeling free to share their experiences around mental health.  And hopefully given the culture here, we see that colleagues are really willing to share, over 90 employees have done so even in countries in India where talking about bipolar is often tab tabu and people share comments.  We saw over 3,000 reads of stories in this space.
From an accessibility perspective, with he meet with multiple organizations, Microsoft included for our views on things like Cloud, for example.  I mentioned the employee disability team earlier and how dedicated they are to making sure software is accessible.  I also mentioned the Global assistive technology team and that was formed earlier this week.  It's a dedicated help desk for employees with disabilities to call to get the help that they need with their particular piece of technology.
From an accommodation's perspective we introduced the team back in 2018 and that was specifically there to help introduce the right accommodations for staff and they've handled over 30,000 requests so far since they were established, and we've introduced them to the APAC region most recently.  We also increased the number of sign language interpreters we have that are provided for deaf employees, as well as CART, Communication Access Realtime Translation and Closed Caption services and we've seen a 400% increase in those requests year on year, which is positive.
We've also recently with the move as everyone has to virtual working, automated Zoom captioning available across the firm.
When we think about assimilation and changes in that space, so as Katy and Alberto refer to, self‑ID.  We have over 7, 800 employees who self‑IDed at the moment.  We know there is more to come and it's an area we're extremely focused on.
We brought in over 240 employees with Autism over the last number of years, and it's equally started our best program, so that's brought in over 20 employees starting in Plano, Texas and recently expanded to Chicago as well, and matching jobs that have the right motivational fit.
Next slide, please.
So this slide, again, just shows some of the positive things I have spoken about in this place from a global perspective.  Can we go into the next one, please.  Thank you.
So, in terms of regional things that we've experienced here in EMEA, we were really pleased to be honored at the consulting annual Disability Matters awards in the workplace category in 2019 before the pandemic.  We also won outstanding employer award in 2020 for Autism at Work program in the United Kingdom.  We have the National Autistic Society that awarded it.  And some of the peers in the space spoke about the disability confidence scheme and so this is part of the Department of Work and Pensions Group in the United Kingdom and UK government, and we obtained our Level 3 of the Disability Confidence Scheme earlier in the year which is our final part of the setter incomes to make us a disability‑confident leader.
But moreover this year, one of the things I'm most focused on is integrating that global model that we spoke about earlier.  It's hugely important for us the reasonable accommodation service is reasonably embedded in the entire region.  All of our interns and graduates that join us in this space, we have a particular focus on them and we have members of what we call our diversity, equity, and inclusion council, which is made up of managing directors across our region, and they take the time to contact each and every intern and graduate that joins us to ensure really high‑touch approach and optimum support.  And those individuals are paramount in helping us to understand where we've got things right and where we've got more to do in this space.  Move on to the next slide, please.  Thank you very much.
And our global lead for Office of Disability Inclusion, if Jim was here, he would be saying and reminding to tell everybody that very much people with disabilities are leaders.  We are seeing stigmas dissolving but they're not going away as quickly as we would like to, and that's one of the things when we bring it back to culture and how you increase or improve that culture, we've set out to change the culture and how people view leaders within the firm.  We believe talent comes in all shapes, sizes, and forms and we also believe that if you have the qualifications, you can be a leader, you can be a trail blazer and incredible manage manager.  What we seek to do is ensure everybody has equal opportunity to do that and improve themselves.
Sanja on the screen at the moment is a great example of that.  And the advert on the screen was part of a campaign we ran in a magazine called Careers and the Disabled which is a resource for job hunters with disabilities.
We really hope that we're continuing as many of my peers are in this space to strive to build a work environment that draws and develops the best talent, and welcomes qualified individuals of all the disabilities to apply for positions within the firm to contribute to the success of what we do as well as that of our clients.  May I ask for the next slide, please.
Thank you very much.  So in closing as I mentioned earlier, Jim would always attest that individuals with disabilities prove themselves each day in the skill of overcoming challenges.  Our guidance would be if you want to create more jobs and economic opportunity, then we must capitalize on ability.  We have to look beyond disability.  Thank you.  Can I hand it back to Leslie, please.
   >> LESLIE WILSON:  Thank you.  All three of you.  It was amazing, well done, and I'm so impressed with the time.  We are a little bit ahead of schedule which I never thought would happen today.  So thank you all very much for being sensitive to keeping the time under your allotted time.  The upcoming session, so we're going to get to questions and answers, but before I do that I want to make sure I plug the next session, which is from 11:00 to 12:00 p.m. BST, and it's the importance of ERGs/BRGs to drive disability inclusion.  It will feature Google, Cummins and State Street.  Please stick around for that.  Next slide, Kate.  We'll get to the questions.
We've had a lot of really great questions come in.  The first is what about people with disabilities who are having unconscious bias from their teams?  How is that addressed outside of HR?  Is it the disability line team service?  So I'm going to pitch that to Alberto because that question came in while you were speaking, so I believe that was a question for you.
>> ALBERTO:  The question for me is really from Nika.  Hi, Nika.  The question is related to the survey because in one of my slides I mentioned it.  Yes.  We implemented a survey, and the survey was focused on two kinds of aspects.  The first one is related to low.  If the respondents are aware of the fact that there are some obligations for all the companies here in Italy for hiring persons with disabilities for implementing solutions for accessibility, and so on.
The second point, the second aspect that we wanted to analyze is related to behaviors.  What the employees were looking in their teams and if discrimination was present or inclusion.
We used the results of this survey for starting ‑‑ for deciding that for us it was very important.  It was a priority to implement and start from education.  For changing our culture, we need to take and measure ourself with the stigma.  I don't know if I have answered to the question.
   >> LESLIE WILSON:  You did a great job.  The next is from Helen.  Thank you for the presentation.  You mentioned the office of disability inclusion.  Who is employed to work in the office, people with disabilities, what their titles are?  Are all roles at the ODI pearl ones, I'm not sure what that stands for.  I think we're good.  If you can address.  Thank you.  You mentioned the office of disability inclusion, so who is employed to work at that office and she's asking about whether there are people with disabilities there and what the titles are.  Helen?
>> HELEN:  Okay.  Yeah.  Thank you very much, Leslie.  Yes.  There are individuals who work within the office of disability inclusion who very publicly, so anybody who is on the line would like to look up.  If you look up Jim Sinoki, Jim himself tells a story through the YouTube channel as well, but yes, multiple individuals that work within that office have a varying range of disabilities themselves.  I would say back to my point that it's not just one single area of the organization.  And I know colleagues have spoken about this as well, but we rely on our peers as well within the organization to help form strategies, to understand where we're getting things right or where we need to make improvements.  So, we also rely on our accessibility network, which is what we call a Business Resource Group.  It's a network for employees.  And again that will be made up of individuals who have either disclosed a condition or who may not have and consider themselves an ally or just want to increase their understanding in this place.  So it's a space for everybody.  And, again, that sort of group of individuals very much helps the ODI, the Office of Disability Inclusion and their strategy.  Yes, if anyone would like to sort of look up who is there in terms of a public figure.  If you look up Office of Disability Inclusion on our public web page or look for Jim Sinoki, then you will see individuals there.  Leslie, is it all right if I add to the earlier question around bias?
So, if I just sort of give a sample of what I would consider in this space as well.  So it said outside of the HR group, but if I mention inside of the HR group for us, we all sign a code of conduct that shows that we do not tolerate any form of discrimination to any underrepresented group.
Secondly, you know, how do you help with those who are experiencing unconscious bias in their teams?  There is a few things that I got there.  One, we do encourage individuals and that includes us as a diversity, equity, and inclusion team, we encourage our leaders within the company, to stand up when they see something that isn't right or if someone has faced something, for example, in a certain way that is not language we might use for a particular group.  This might be colleagues with disabilities, it may mean something we don't expect them to say to women, for example.  We're constantly encouraging individuals that it's okay to say when you see something or hear something that you don't think is correct, and perhaps a quiet piece of feedback to that individual to explain at that that's not something that we would say or use.  So we hope to help in that way.
I would add also as well that we've spoken, my colleagues here around storytelling.  That is a huge way of removing bias and encouraging others to come through and share their stories, and to educate others around individuals different positions and barriers they might face.  So, definitely, sort of call those out as well as examples of how we can hopefully help and support individuals who are experiencing unconscious bias on teams.
   >> LESLIE WILSON:  Excellent.  Thank you so much.  So our next question, and this one is for you, Katy.  How do you go about self‑ID in the countries where this is not allowed?
>> KATY:  We don't is the short answer.  It's incredibly difficult when it comes to self‑ID.  Every legal landscape is incredibly different and GDPR also does not necessarily help here either.  So essentially we very much on a global basis focus on the countries where we can ask for this data from a legal perspective, and from a cultural perspective as well, we do consider the culture of the country as well.  So it is incredibly difficult.  We're very luck request here at the bank that we have legal advisors and privacy legal that help us to work through the different country legal landscapes to help us with this.  So it is incredibly difficult.  I know it's a challenge for lots of organizations.  I've certainly been talking to lots of peers and they're having similar challenges.  But it's something that we need to continue to drive where we can to make sure that we are able to look at our workforces and make sure that we've got the benefits, resources, support in place to support the diverse workforce that we have.
   >> LESLIE WILSON:  Excellent.  Thank you, Katy.  This is a question for Helen because you talked about leadership development for people with disabilities in your company.  The question is has anyone focused on people with disabilities in management or leadership roles?  Helen?
>> HELEN:  Struggling for the mute button.  You're quite right Leslie, as I was saying earlier, one of the focus for us is individuals in leadership roles.  So there are a number of ways to support.  Certainly you know as Katy was talking about there, self‑ID.  It's helpful to understand where we have colleagues specifically who have disabilities or declare in one way or another, so we can understand how well they are advancing versus another group, and is there anything in terms of barriers that we need to remove, for example.  That's one thing that I would call out.  Additionally, back to my storytelling point.  Where we have individuals that are senior leaders in our organization, so we have Executive Director, for example, managing director, and like Sanja who I shared on the slide earlier, that we publized in an external advert, we make a point of showing that's achievable by anybody.  Again, that's not just a piece of work where we're focusing on people with disabilities, but that's something that we focus on for any underrepresented group, and we always here it's hugely important for individuals who identify in a particular way to be able to see that there are others who are more senior in the organization from them.  And that there are opportunities and that they see people they identify in the same way with.
So we're constantly ensuring on our company home, our internal website that's available to all 250,000 employees globally, that you see people like yourself, and you see how they have gained a leadership position and not only just a chance for them to tell their story in a format on the Internet, for example, but again back to the employee network I spoke about accessibility, so we will run events, leadership events, demystifying for example information and how people got there.  Those events and panels always feature a range of individuals from very different backgrounds.  Again, it's highlighting that I'm here, this is how I got here, and perhaps it's open and honesty about barriers or maybe like the individual that raise the the question earlier about unconscious bias.  All of it is helping to show that you can overcome these things, and again it helps us if we've gotten anything wrong, we have a chance to resolve it as well.
   >> LESLIE WILSON:  Excellent.  Thank you so much.  So this question I love.  I think it's the perfect question, and I'm going to pose it to all three of you.  I'll start with Alberto and then Katy because I see her on my screen, and then we'll end up with you, Helen.  So what is step one when implementing these major changes in your company across the country?  I'll say it again, Alberto.  What is the first step when implementing these major changes in your company across the country ‑‑ across a country, I guess we could say, since you're operating in multiple countries.
>> ALBERTO:  The question is related to the program for employees that are parents, that correct.
   >> LESLIE WILSON:  I think it's more generic.  What is step one around implementing changes in around disability inclusion in your company?  What would you say would be step one for a company just starting out and they're all new to this, what would be the first step on the journey?
>> ALBERTO:  Yeah.  Accenture is a global employer, and decided to change its scheme.  This is a journey and is related to one ‑‑ this change is based on one assumption.  Everyone can be innovative if the organization puts her or him in the right condition to be completely herself or himself.  This is the change that we are trying to implement at all levels, gender, disability, mental health inclusion, mental health and mental illness inclusion, LGBT.  All the differences must be part of the organization.  Generation.  I'm sorry, generation is the last important difference.  All the differences must be part of this change.  We want to be different because we understood that the innovation is there, and for being competitive, always more competitive, we must include.
The journey, of course, is ongoing, and for example we want to reach the equality in gender and also in the more senior leadership positions.  So, at all levels 50%.  Okay.  At all levels by 2025.
And also for disability this is a mission.  I have not talked about mental health, but for us this is another asset, and we're working a lot for fighting against bias because, let me say, in a company that works on professional services, it's normal that one time in four years each of us is down.  Okay.  One time.  To me, to everyone.  It's from the mental ‑‑ and by the way, the pandemic period, accelerates and has accelerated the situation.  So it's fundamental that we include everyone.  We need all the talents in all the conditions.  So I hope Leslie that I have addressed this question.  This is our perspective.
   >> LESLIE WILSON:  You did a beautiful job, Alberto.  Katy, what would you say step one was when implementing major changes to become more disability inclusive in your company?
>> KATY:  Sure.  I'll probably take it back 10 steps further than implementing a change.  I think the first thing you've got to do is know where you are.  Where are you leading from today and what are you leading to?  So one of the things that I would suggest and we've certainly done this over the years as well is benchmark.  Where are you today on your disabilities inclusion journey?  We talked about the GDEI earlier or the tools out there as well that you can leverage.  But benchmark where you are today to know where you're going.  And then socialize that with your employees.  Talk to them about where we are today and where are the best‑practice improvements you're able to leverage from external organizations like Disability:IN to help you on your journey and socialize that journey so you're leading from where you are today and you know that those changes you need to make are in line with best practice with what employees need and want as well.
   >> LESLIE WILSON:  Wonderful.  Helen, how about you?  What would you say is the first step?
>> HELEN:  Thank you, Leslie.  I think the answers from Alberto and Katy are great ones.  I add as well that as we started it starts with leaders, and not just leaders understanding the business case for diversity, equity, and inclusion, but also understanding I think the lived experience, you know, somebody that may be different themselves.  So really taking the time to know the barriers, so in this case of people with disabilities, and the reasons why we would want to as an organization, you know, put a strategy like we've done with the Office of Disability Inclusion in place and what we're seeking to do.  So I would start with the leaders as well to make sure that both the accountability is there in terms of improving, to Katy's point, where you're starting from and where you want to get to.  But so that they equally really understand the barriers in place and how they can help to lift them.  Then that responsibility for cascading that throughout the organization as well.  I would start there with leaders.
   >> LESLIE WILSON:  Thank you.  Excellent.  So we are out of time.  We do have other questions and I apologize but we're going to have to move on.  I want to remind the audience that you will receive the presentation, the slides, and the recording will be included from Kate by the end of the week.  So you will be getting that and you'll have at that for you.
Also, I want to plug our next session, Kate.  If you want to put up the next slide.  It's from 11:00 to 12:00 p.m. BST, the importance of ERG/BRGs to drive disability inclusion with Google, Cummins and State Street and please go to the calendar invite for the link or agenda.  We sent it many ways.  So get the email with that presentation.  I thank the three excellent presenters.  I learned a lot.  I thank Helen, Alberto and Katy for being with us today and sharing their stories and what their companies are doing to be more disability inclusive.  It was excellent.  With that, good bye and see you at the next session.
(session completed at 4:56 a.m. CST)
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(captioner standing by).
(captioner standing by).
>> Recording in progress.
   >> LESLIE WILSON:  Dorothy, are you on mute?  We're not hearing you.
   >> DOROTHY:  I should start?
   >> LESLIE WILSON:  Yes, please.
   >> DOROTHY:  Hello, everyone.  Welcome to our session the Responser of ERGs and BRGs to Drive Disability.  My name is Dorothy, the senior management of the global Disability Equality Index here at Disability:IN.  I'm a Filipino woman with black hair, tan skin, wearing a white sweater and sitting in front of a gray wicker background here in my home office in Washington DC.
We have a few housekeeping items here.  Questions may be submitted throughout the session via Q&A box as with the previous session.  Please include your speaker name with your questions.  For language translation, please see the StreamText link that was sent to you by email.  Select the Closed Captioning icon in meeting controls to view captioning, and ASL interpreting is available during the webinar.
I will go ahead and introduce our first speaker, who is Polly Davison from Cummins.
>> POLLY:  Is it me or David going first?
   >> DOROTHY:  You're right.  I'm so sorry.  That's right.  David Sneddon going first.  Apologies, David, go ahead.
>> DAVID:  No problem at all.  Go to the first slide, first of all.  So I'm excited to be the first to go, but I'm merely the beginning with two amazing speakers with Polly and Monika, I'm excited to hear what they have to say.  My name is David part of the Google leadership team for working in the Sales Team, but my fascinating sideline is I'm the accessibility and disability inclusion lead for EMEA for Google as well, and Google has about 50 offices based around various different European countries.
I am a white male, I'm wearing a kind of purple blue sweater Cardigan and you're joining me today from my home office in Dublin where I'm located.  Great to see everybody here.  Thanks so much for joining us.
If we can click forward another slide, again.  I've done the intro here.  Google has a mission to organize the world's information and make it universally accessible and useful.  And I think I really want to stress the word, accessible, here.  We have an aspiration from our CEO who summed it up to to build accessibility into as much as what we do.  It's the right thing to do and means everybody can use the products because we want to be successful with everything that we do and that's why Google was set up 20 years ago and this still remains a mission today.
I'm really proud that accessibility is built into the overall Google mission.  If you go forward to the next slide, please, what you can see here is that if I take that from the sort of sea level down to our product commitment, we're committed to making accessibility a core consideration from the earliest stages of product design through release.  This has actually been something that's been very important in Google for many, many years.  It's something that I'm really proud to say that we have for the first time accessibility engineering on the ground now in the EMEA region.  Previously this was all done from the U.S.  This actually means that we're committed to making accessibility in EMEA a core consideration.  Because, of course, we speak many different language and come from many different cultures.  English is somewhat of a linga franko it's important to show up in all the different languages and make what we do as accessible as we possibly can for all sorts of users, and so if you do that from the design stage, then actually it means it's baked in when consumers finally see it.
On to the next slide, and I promise I'll get over the Preamble now in a second.  I know everybody on this call knows this, but it's still actually very insightful when we talk about this, and I'm going to move a little more now to what the Disability Alliance does within Google.  It's actually to continually remind people that 15% of the world's population has some form of disability, and you can all do the math, but I'll read out and this is over 1 billion people globally.  Again, it may be very apparent to everybody here on the call because I think many of us on the call are very leaned in.  But actually when we're talking to a bunch of other stakeholders that have lots of other priorities, particularly internally within Google, bringing these stats to life, these basic but impactful stats to life we found to be an incredibly important part of what our BRG does.
I'm not going to go through all the different stats here, but I mean when you see that there are 240 million people with low vision, there are nearly 400 million people hard of hearing or Deaf and a bunch of other people affected by motor or cognitive, and I suspect we haven't even got a great handle on.  The fact is that this is a group of people that we need a perspective on, and we need to continue to use the lobbying and influencing power, if you like, of our ERGs to try to keep this as top of mind as we possibly can.  Because we all work in organizations that actually really want to try to do the right thing.  But, of course, when it hits the reality of everybody's day jobs, that's where the ERG comes in, we think, to actually set up the agenda.
On the next slide, let me talk a little about the ERG itself.  We have at Google, as I mentioned, we have about 50 offices around the Middle East and Africa region, mainly based on the sort of continental Europe as you would expect.  And we have probably about 20 to 25 significant offices.  Many of the other offices have been acquired over the years.  I'm really proud to say that in all of these sites here, we have a network of people who passionately care about this.  This has been incredibly important for us.  We started off with a strong western European bias, places like Zurich, London, Dublin.  I'm pleased to have added places like Nairobi, Dubai and Johannesburg which is where one of our newest chapters is.  This is not a cookie cutter, and the ERG doesn't necessarily have a standard message that comes down.  The products may be similar, similarly designed even if they're articulated in different languages with different culture, slightly differently, or very differently depending on product.
The fact that the ERGs often have to translate that for the local context, and as many of you or anybody operating, for example, in the Africa region will know, that the context of disability there is quite different than the context in Russia, which is again quite different to the context in lots of western and Eastern Europe, and we need to be aware of that and we need to try to tailor our messages to a certain extent to actually deal with that.
So on to the next slide, please.  And I think it's an aspiration that many of us would share.  We like many of you, have congerred up a mission statement and you can substitute Google and insert your company name here.  I hope that we would all be sort of driven by the or striving for the ambition of Google, and in this case where all employees feel safe and empowered and supported.
I think that's been particularly important in the last year and a half, and I think I was just talking to Polly and Monika before the livestream started, but I think we're all sort of slightly nervously wondering what the return to office will be like.  And I think if you need an accommodation or if you need a different way of the office to show up for you, I think this is actually going to be incredibly important as we return to office as many of us will in the next, I guess three to six months in some way, shape, or form, in some new sort of hybrid form.
So building a fair and equitable workplace where Google is where people with disabilities feel empowered and navigate and contribute equally without barriers.  This is what we're trying to achieve.  Are we always living up to this?  No.  I'll talk a little bit about what we're proud of and also what we're not so proud of in a couple of minute, but certainly this is what our aspiration as an ERG ‑‑ or maybe I should have added actually here, and then to be culturally contextually appropriate where necessary because there are different parts of the world with slightly different visions and approaches here.
On the next slide, if we can move forward here.  So, we're proud of a bunch of different things, proud of the chapter expansion, and actually the growth of sort of awareness in Google.  We did a training, all managers in training and people with neurodiversity to come.  We're proud of accessibility engineering on the ground and we actually have hiring aspirations and targets which is very important for a multinational operating in such a complex matrix.
We still have a lot to do though.  We do struggle to hire at the right level in certain countries, and I think you know, quite frankly, the PW participation of the Google workforce is still too low and we're intensively working on this, but we really like to think that we're an open and welcoming employer, but I think we have a little bit more to do before we really live up to that dream.  Again, that's what our ERG is actually here to do, to bang that drum and make sure people are aware of that.
On the next slide, I promise I haven't got too many more slides.  These efforts translate into a lot of positive internal energy here.  You can see a bunch of people from Milan, livestreams, the picture in the top right I think is from Hamburg or London and there is a lot of energy that goes into the ERG expanding to try to be creative and inclusive, and to try to bring people in and really both allies and people in the PwD community.  Literally we're running hundreds of initiatives across all the different markets, hitting I think last year, we hit about half ‑‑ or about 20,000 Googlers in the Europe, Middle East, and Africa region and we hit about half of them directly with various efforts which we were proud of, but we still have a lot more to do.
On the next slide, so what's coming up?  So I'll just round off with this.  So again if you just want to move forward again.  We have a tent pole event that happens two weeks every year.  We call it accessibility and disability inclusion week.  This is run by our Disability Alliance ERG.  I won't read all of this, but basically we run some things in Europe, Middle East, and Africa, sort of regional level, and then we also run things at a country level, too.  We try to ‑‑ and if it's a great country event because we can do it virtually, we try to offer access to everybody across.  So this is a great way of pulling in sort of interested but not necessarily, you know, interested allies that we want to turn into committed allies, that's where the inclusion weeks play a particularly important role for us.
This is one of a number of different things that Google does, but these two weeks we get to own and we get to own the agenda from our CEO summed up to every last Googler wherever they might be in the Europe, Middle East, and Africa region.
Moving on to the next slide.  So what else is coming up next?  If I think and move forward to just by way of wrapping up, to some of the things that we think are really important as we go into 2022, it's very important to us that Google ‑‑ because we operate at many different sites around Europe, Middle East, and Africa region, we need a strong PwD voice in each one of those sites.  I mentioned the 21 where we have chapters and they effectively represent about 90% of the total population.  But it's really, really important that we have a voice there.  So I need to have the right people on the ground having the right influencing and ability to steer the conversation at site level.
Secondly, just getting basics right.  Hiring basic, return‑to‑office basics will be incredibly important, and of course accessibility features built into as much as of our websites, apps, platforms as possible to make what we do accessible to everybody.
Finally, from an external engagement perspective, we are building outside of the U.S. now, and we're excited about having engineering on the ground in London, and we really want to become a more accurate ‑‑ a more active participant in the European debate.  If I look at what Microsoft does, I think they're a great role model and we're hoping to partner with them and many other folks here on the call in order to become a really great participant here.
So I think that's nearly all from me.  Maybe if you just want to go through to the next slide.  Apologies for my dog in the background.  It's been a real honor to be here today.  I'm really excited to now introduce you to Poll,y.  As I said I'm the beginning but now to the main course.  I'm excited to hear what you're up to Poll,y.  Back to you.  (dog barking).
>> POLLY:  Thank you so much.  Brilliant basic, I think I'm going to take that away from me.  Hello, I'm Polly Davison talent manager leader for Cummins power generation diesel engine company and anything to do with power.  We're a manufacturing organization based all around the world.  I'm a white woman with blond hair, black glasses, and I'm wearing an orange dress and I am speaking to you today from my home office in Lesteshire and set here with a white background to myself.
Okay, Dorothy, let's start with the first slide.  I really appreciate David just giving us the whole context of the disability and inclusion space.  When I was asked to talk today, we decided to take or give a viewpoint from ERGs that are just starting up.  We're very early on in our journeys in both Europe and Africa, Middle East, so I'm here representing both regions.
I also have another role.  I am Lead for the Europe Disability and inclusion ERG at part of my role.  And one of the most important things for us within Cummins as David mentioned in Google, we do have a disability inclusion vision, and this is so important to us as we think about our ERG networks because having that sponsorship, that engagement, that investment, the disabilities inclusion is something that we want to pursue in our organization, and we know that it is something that's going to make a difference to our employees, our local communities, our business outcomes as well.  Really then it allows us to build on that great foundation.  So for us in Cummins, our vision is on the screen there.  We will strive to make Cummins an employer of choice for people with disabilities and we'll work to eliminate employment barriers within our communities.  We really did focus in on the employment side of things because we really feel like that is a way of really driving both internal and external removal of barriers.
Thank you, Dorothy.  Next slide, please.  Yes.  For us we have our vision, and we also do have a philosophy of Employee Resource Groups within Cummins.  And, in fact, our vision for disability and inclusion within Cummins is actually a great example of the power of ERGs.  Because actually the first conversations about putting disability inclusion on the agenda and on the map came from our ERG based in Indiana, and it was conversations that started there through employees really wanting to remove barriers, wanting to demonstrate that actually voices weren't being heard, so we were able to put together a working group to really establish what we could do in this manufacturing environment to really help include people with disabilities into the mainstream and make sure that we are including everyone.
So, what this context has given us that we can build on within Europe and Africa and Middle East is the fact that we have got this business case.  You know, we're not fighting and trying to climb into this space.  We have it behind us supporting us.  We do have common structures for our employee resource groups, which is great.  And something as somebody who has been involved in the startup of a few ERGs, it really does help having some sort of structure.  Because when you're early days, you kind of don't want to spend too much time on right what you're going to do.  If there is some structure that you can use, it's great.  So within Cummins we have a structure of each ERG has an executive sponsor.  We also have lead roles, and we also have these workstreams.  We tend to have workstreams that focus in on education and awareness, communication, and then infrastructure and resources, particularly in the disability and inclusion space.
And then what this does is it allows, similarly to what David was saying, this flexibility within the region, within sites, to make it work for culturally what's going on for a particular region or culturally what's going on in a particular site environment as well because we do have plants, we have office environments, we have very small locations as well.
And then the other thing that for me and for Cummins that really drives inclusion is the passion in the region as well.  Without that, without having people sort of raising their voices and sharing the challenges that they have and wanting to come together to make a difference, the ERGs can't drive inclusion.  It needs that passion and really harnessing that to really do the work.
So if we think about it, we have our vision that helps leaders and set us on our way, and then we have the sort of structures that allow us to really kind of step forward.  So let's talk about Europe, Africa, and Middle East.  If we can go to the next slide, please.
For us I said we're going to share our story so far, and we are very early days.  So on the left‑hand side of the screen, can you see that in Europe, we launched in 2020 our ERG and in Africa and Middle East, they launched ‑‑ it says 2020, but it was 2021.  They launched in 2021.
We have, basically across Europe, we have representation pretty much from a Cummins site perspective in every country in Europe, and as I say, we have large manufacturing sites in the UK, in Belgium, France, Germany, and many others and smaller locations across Europe.  In Africa and Middle East, you can see the countries that we have high representation in.  We in both regions operate separately.  We have an ABO structure that we work within.  And interestingly when we think about our ERGs, there are actually similarities between the two regions, and those similarities are this aspect of multiple countries, multiple languages, movement of people within those regions, and as David highlighted, those different countries, those different areas really do have different experiences as it relates to disabilities.  So it's really about how do we help create a community across the regions while also honoring the needs of the people in the different countries and regions.
So, that really gets us to the differences between the two regions as well.  Because within Europe, one of the things or differences was that activities had already started relating back to disability inclusion.  So there is sites that may have done some activities on recruiting or some special programs, or there might have been some real emphasis on accessibility in one particular site.  But it wasn't joined up.  This was the opportunity from an ERG perspective.  In Africa and Middle East, there has been a huge investment in their diversity, equity and inclusion strategy, and they've been working really hard to establish how they want to take that strategy to fruition.
They identified that disability and inclusion was one of those spectrums of diversity that could really shift the way of thinking within the region.  It cross bordered.  It crossed borders and really helped people to connect with each of them.  This was their driving force as it related to their ERG formation.
Next slide, please, Dorothy.  This is the last slide.  I just wanted to highlight a little bit about what we found with it or have found on this journey so far, our key enablers for each region, and just a little overview of how our ERGs are set up.  So both regions have a similar format.  So, we have gone through sort of an umbrella organization that's virtual, and what that virtual ERG has is representation from every country and every region, and then they come together and work in workstreams.  It's this combination of regional focus that then can come together and share best practices together.
As I stay, I'm our lead for Europe with a sponsor of David Marter who is our finance Executive Director, and Africa and Middle East is led and sponsored by Annie Sinhania who does a wonderful job of taking the passion of the topic and really actually translating that into something new for the region.
So let's look at Europe first.  Three key enablers we were able to identify for Europe was this building on this established work that we were doing.  We were able to bring together volunteers and some people that were nominated, that had been working on different projects to get representation from every region.  So we were able to get people that were passionate and also doing some of the work.
We were able to create connections across the region because we were bringing everybody together in one place, which it took a while.  It didn't happen immediately and everybody wasn't working fantastically together immediately, but we slowly put in an investment.  That kind of feeds into the third area which we really invested time to build trust and share together as a team.  Before we formalized as an ERG, we spent monthly meetings just coming together as people and sharing why this subject was ‑‑ why we were passionate about it, why it was important.
And then from a challenge perspective, or where we are really sort of feeling the tension in Europe is optimizing our focus without squashing our passion.  There is so much that we want to focus on that we don't want to lose our ability to make an impact, so that's something that we're kind of working out at the moment.
And Africa and Middle East, three key enablers in Africa and Middle East were having passionate people at the core, and Annie has shared with me that what we tried to set up is that they're setting their own goals.  They're using the vision as direction, but the people that are really doing the work are setting the direction and they're creating a simple structure.  So they're not getting bogged down with all of these red tape of organization structures and things like that.
Finally, the third thing that Annie shared was making sure that they were asking for help.  So Annie spent time with the Latin America ERGs, spent time with us in Europe, spent time with the Indiana group, so just making sure we're not just trying to recreate the wheel and keep going.
The challenge as a brand brand new is maintaining the momentum.  There is lots going on in the moment.  There are multiple priorities, so it's making sure that they focus in on what they need to do and maintain that momentum.
So, that's a little of our story so far.  New ERGs, and excited to share with you.  Thank you so much for listening.  I'd love to pass you over to Monika who is going to give you a little bit more information about ERGs.
>> MONIKA:  Thank you, Polly.  It was great and very inspiring presentation.  Hi, everyone.  My name is Monika Jankowska‑Rangelov.  And I'm representing today State Street.  I'm a white woman in my early 40s sitting in my home office with a purple wall behind me and green plant next to me.
Today I have a pleasure to present to you with what we did, so if we can go back one slide.  What we did in terms of our achievements at State Street.  David started with global statistics in terms of disability, and I just wanted to bring up a couple of numbers in terms of European region.  Dorothy, I can't see the slides at the moment, but I'll try to do my best.  Thank you.  I can see now.
   >> DOROTHY:  Apologies.
>> MONIKA:  Thank you.  The states of European Union, 6 to 10 out of 100 people live with a disability, which means that in total over 135 million of people in the region have it.  With populations aging, this number will definitely increase in the future.  Exact data on persons with disabilities is hard to come in by in almost every country.  So we are all struggling because the specific data also on their employment situation is even harder to find.  The statistics available are more or less on average, and we don't know the exact numbers.  But definitely, what is known already is that all the, let's say access to education, employment among people with disabilities is like 50% less than in terms of people without disabilities.
So it's very important for all of us to understand that only disability inclusion in the workplace is not enough.  We definitely need to apply some equity solutions and tools in order to make sure that all of these numbers will be somehow equaling within time.
If we can move to the next slide, I just wanted to tell you how we see the COVID impact on the business.  States Street operates in the financial industry and we're a global bank.  You can imagine that we are working in front of computers mainly, and the COVID‑19 pandemic has had a significant impact on the workplaces around the globe, including ourselves.  Suddenly the old ways of works and best practices and habits have lost meaning.  Overnight all people across all regions and countries had to adopt the new reality that has become a significant challenge for many of us.  Remote work, remote schooling, social isolation, et cetera, caused stress and anxiety for many of us.  Many people have lost jobs, opportunities, dreams, and also people that they were caring about, family and friends.
It's very important because COVID has changed also the way of operating of the organizations.  David mentioned about accessibility and the way that the organizations really need to adopt a new reality after the pandemic and the new reality of the world that surrounds us.
Suddenly the physical locations, physical abilities started to be unnoticed in corporate sector.  Talent, competence, motivation, dedication to work have given the opportunities to those who never had had been able to come into work.  The new work has shut its doors to many that were not able to digitalize, opening the new horizons for those who were underestimated or marginalized so far.
So, as we can see, many organizations, have adopted successfully and definitely this is the future where we'll continue to operate in majority of all the industries that can provide services or produce the products also remotely.
In terms of State Street, disability inclusion is one of our four pillars.  In the space of diversity, of course we do treat diversity very holistically and taking into account various aspects of human nature.  But we also put a little bit more attention to false fears, if I can say.  So disability is the first of them, and then LGBT +, pride, race and ethnicity.  We prefer to call it in Europe multiculturalism, but also gender.
The last two, to race, ethnicity, and gender are taken into account for us as measurable targets that we monitor and report on on a quarterly basis.  The rest are more currently unnoticed, so measures driven.  It's important to say that in Europe, we are also present not only as an organization delivering modern business solution, but also as foundation.  So, State Street Charitable arm ‑‑ as a charitable arm, we make grants to nonprofits, and nongovernmental organizations in over 26 countries.  The Foundation primary strategic focus area is education and workforce development.  We believe the most effective way to improve the overall well being of our communities is to have disadvantaged individuals earn and make a living by keeping a sharp focus on education and work, will bring lasting economic benefits to the communities where we live and work.  Since 2010, we've developed a framework that is especially supporting nongovernmental organizations in the categories of education, job readiness, college success, credentials, work experience, and employment.
Our funding strategies serves disabled with State Street talent and diversity goals.  Therefore we designed and executed many projects supporting diverse individuals, among those people with disabilities.  And as you can see on the slide, we also partner with lots of great organizations, mainly focusing on disability inclusion.
And if we can move the slide, please, I'd like to show you our inspiration.  This is not our model.  It was designed by EARL, which is Employer Assistance Resource Network on disability inclusion in America, but we really loved this path because the framework gives you ‑‑ or it changes the mindset of the organization and gives you an excellent example of how you should go around disability inclusion.  And our employee network, Disability Awareness Alliance is working along the same framework and just filling in different initiatives and programs in each of the fields.
So I highly encourage all of you that if you have not been familiar with the model, just to study it more.  It's available on EARN website.
If we move on, I just wanted to show you that we strongly believe that, Dorothy, can you change the slide, please.  Thank you.  We strongly believe that inclusive leadership is a key to all aspects to inclusion.  Right.  Adequate support for all, including managers is a must nowdays.  That's why we developed the Employee Assistance Program that helps not only our network leaders, but also all employees and all managers to tackle daily challenges, especially during overwhelming life circumstances sometimes.
So, the program is absolutely confidential, and we strongly believe at that it fits perfectly now with disability inclusion and especially that it tackles mental health issues as well and any crisis and other challenges that people are facing during the tenure.  The program is also open to the family members of our employees and anyone can contact especially, for example a psychologist, counselor, or a lawyer, financial specialist to get support around how they're operating in the daily life.
If we move on, I just wanted to mention that through our employees and the passion for disability inclusion, we manage to create and execute disability task force which is global internal initiative, and it was done by three passionate individuals sitting within our employee network and they are located simply in Boston, Bangular and Kracow and they have come up to get together and inventory internal and external resources that exist wherever, internally or externally to support people impacted by disabilities on a day‑to‑day basis.
We work together with external partners to become smarter in terms of technology, make our managers more legible, and teams as well.  Also, we want to provide systemic and individual reasonable adjustments to any employee who needs them.  So the work is quite complex and it is also supported by senior management at the moment, and it's quite visible.  Hoping ‑‑ we have hopes that in 2022 we will be able to make it as a really official priority for our board on a global level.
If we move on, please.  I also wanted to share with you one more program that supports our understanding on disability in the organization because as part of our continued journey to make State Street a more inclusive, diverse, and equitable workplace, we introduced last year the expansion of the self‑identification diversity categories in our HR system, including disability status.
So, we encourage our employees to voluntarily update the information about or among the categories, about the gender identity, race, veteran and disability status, sexual orientation and preferred pronouns.  Some of these options may not be available in every country globally, and we are aware of the reasons, mainly political or related to the law situation.  But this initiative, we believe, will help us to really measure our progress against our inclusion and diversity goals.  We'll be able to see and understand more the representation in terms of people with disabilities at State Street, and this program has been really a key milestone in our journey.
Just so summarize with a few slides but for your information.  In terms of how we are located in Europe, I mentioned the Disability Awareness Alliance is present globally, so State Street, but in terms of Europe we are actively engaging from five locations as can you see on the map.  And these individuals come together every second week on the WebEx call and discuss, organize, and execute many initiatives that I will show you in a second.  What I wanted to say is that the topic of disabilities inclusion is not as attractive to, you know, whole population as for example environment or any other model or topics.  And we can see that the network does not consist of hundreds of individuals, but actually the target is all population because we believe that disability is some kind of a probability.  It can come whenever.  It can come on different occasions, circumstances, incidence, but also diseases.  As we can see, and we do understand disability can be acquired at any point of our lifetime, and it's so important for everybody to understand that even if this is not our topic at the moment, it may become at least, if not for us, for our family members, kids, and parents, sooner or later.  So it's important that when we are working on systemic solutions and engaging individuals to deliver different initiatives, they should be so inclusive to make sure that we will be able to respond to as many needs as possible in terms of our employees.
And just one, if we can move the slide, please.  I wanted to show you how we are structured in terms of our network.  So, all of our networks, and we have over 200 employee networks on a global scale, and disability awareness alliance is just one of them with chapters ‑‑ with regional chapters in America, EMEA.  We all operate on so called 4C model and I'm sure that some of you are quite familiar with the framework.  That is an independent, external framework.  I would like to encourage you, if you are looking for inspirations on how to tackle and how to inspire your employee networks to get professionalized and, you know, make sure that they fulfill the company strategy in terms of supporting diversity inclusion, definitely they can support you because the main idea is that everything the employee network is doing can fall under the four categories of careers, commerce, communitieses, or culture.  It's so important for us that really our employee networks understand that concept and follow this recommendation.
And on the last slide, if I may, you will be able to see a couple of examples of what we are doing in terms of each of these categories.  And I just wanted to highlight maybe three, the most important for us.  Along with self‑identification program last year, we developed disability for disability mentoring program which is a global initiative engaging senior managers or at least a little bit more senior managers than mentees and these people are happy to share stories of disability and sharing this through mentoring relationships with the younger colleagues who might have but don't have to have disability status as well.  But as we can see, the program currently has got around 20 pairs on a global scale where our new colleagues with disabilities are really being supported by the mentors and through that exchange of experience and recommendations that really are developing the career quite well.
In terms of culture, what we do is first of all, we create internal platform which is our SharePoint site with all useful information for employees, but we also created networking opportunities through our Yammer solution which is some kind of interactive, let's call it internal Facebook of the organization.  We also do deliver virtual sessions inviting, again, our State Street employees who are happy to share the personal stories and certain events took place at the beginning of August, and I was facilitating that session and we had three speakers from APAC region sharing their disability stories.  And you can imagine or not we attracted attention of over 800 individuals.  During the session we had all the time 600 people watching us and listening to the stories of how important is disability as part of our individual identity.
So as we can see when we're talking about disability not only from the perspective of maybe charity or accommodations but also from a different angle and showing that disability is just a picture and part of our identity.  So then we attracted a huge audience and interest.
So you can see many more.  Lots of things are happening.  This is being done mainly by 15 at the moment individuals across the region.  As you can see the network is maybe not wide but very powerful.  Thank you very much.  I hope I left time for questions and answers.  Thank you very much, Dorothy and thank you all for listening.
   >> DOROTHY:  Thank you, everybody.  We do have a few more minutes for questions.  I will get for the first one.  Let's see.  This is just a reminder that the upcoming session starts in a little bit.
Given the prevalence of screening technologies in the hiring process, how can ERGs influence to drive out anyapparent biases.  That's the first question.  I'll leave it up to the panelists to decide who will take that one.
>> DAVID:  I'll make a brief start and then invite the other panelists.  I think algorithmic scanning technology on CVs is useful because it actually can actually bubble up wonderful candidates, but it also has short comings, which is why I'm sure Google and I'm sure in Cummins and State Street as well we employ large recruitment teams and also have diversity embedded within our recruitment and staffing teams in order to add a kind of human angle here.  I think we identified that that's certainly one of the challenges that we need to deal with, is that if it you have a certain profile that you're looking to hire, if you try to deviate at all from that profile, if it's algorithmically ‑‑ if it's algorithmically sorted, then actually you can miss out on some wonderful candidates, and quite frankly it's not as inclusive as if you have a human eye scanning things as well.
So we try and if we can, we don't always get it right, but we try to bring the best of technology and human intervention to try to pull out the right candidates.  We think this is necessary not just in the disabled space but actually across all the other key ERG spaces that Monika eloquently referred to.
>> POLLY:  Yeah.  I absolutely agree with what David just shared there.  You know, specifically from an ERG space, I think what I've seen in Europe and in other places in Cummins is just raising the voice of specific different disabilities and really being able to reveal how much value and innovation different types of disabilities can bring to certain roles or just help to disperse myths about particular disabilities as well.  I know there is a lot of investment in the neurodiversity space at the moment and that is something that we're, you know, we see as a real kind of added value to some of the work that we can do within Cummi ns.  So I think the ERGs can really champion and dispel myths as well within that space. 
   >> DOROTHY:  Great.  I'm so sorry.  We have to wrap up in a minute but we have time for one more question.  This is direct toward Monika and mentioned the self‑ID initiative.  Do you have any statistics showing how willing people are to disclose their disability or conditions?
>> MONIKA:  This is really challenging, right.  I think that most of the companies will introduce this claim.  They're really struggling with making people really want to participate.  At the moment we have a really quite low, not satisfactory participation definitely.  Of course, we need to you know, be aware that being happy to share requires some kind of self‑confidence and that we know that many people with disabilities are really missing.  This is a continuous work on encouragement on invitations, on reminding the people that such an initiative exists.  And they can modify it and the information at any point of time through self‑service.  So it's very important not to force people, but definitely encourage them to do so and show how important it is and why we really want them to participate.  It's getting better every month, but definitely we're not there yet where we would like to be.
   >> DOROTHY:  Thank you so much to the panelists today.  Thank you for everyone who attended.  A reminder that the next session starts in about 4 minutes.  Again, have a great rest of the day and we hope you enjoy the rest of the summit.  Thank you.
(session completed at 5:55 a.m. CST).
(captioner standing by).
>> Recording in progress.
>> Derek:  Hi, everybody.  This is Derek Shields disability inclusion consultant at Disability:IN.  It's my pleasure to serve as the moderator for our next session.  We hope you're enjoying your day in the previous sessions, now we'll turn our attention to recruitment strategies.
For that we've brought together a team of colleagues in the region to share their learnings with you, and right now I'm going to bring up our slides that we will use in the session.  One moment and I'll switch it over to ‑‑ stand by, please.  Here we go.
So, for a little bit of housekeeping before we start with our speakers today.  Just to remind you that all attendees are muted.  The questions may be submitted through the session via the Q&A box.  Bridgette on our team is standing by to receive those and we'll have the live Q&A for the last 15 minutes so please submit your questions.  For language translation, please use the StreamText link that was sent via email and also in the calendar invitation.  You can select the CC icon in the meeting controls to view the live captioning being provided.  This may need to be set up by you in advance in your Zoom account settings.
Last, we're pleased to be able to have interpreting services.  We have ASL and ISL video spotlighted and we thank our interpreters and our captioners for being with us today.
Today as I mentioned, my name is Derek Shields with the Disability:IN team and I identify as a 51‑year‑old white male.  I'm wearing glasses, a white shirt, and blue coat.  It's my pleasure to be joined today by some recruitment strategists in the region.  We're going to first hear from Amena El‑Saaie co‑founder and CEO of the Helm Foundation and followed by Sawsan, co‑founder for manage HR lead foreAmazon and Sarah Kamal head of talent acquisition by PepsiCo Egypt and then Alaa Amer as Egypt talent acquisition leader for Procter & Gamble.  Last for the speaker, Yasmi, in e Desouky, talent and leadership development manage the at Vodafone Egypt and we're going to start today with Amena founder and CEO at Helm Foundation.
>> AMENA:  Thank you.  I'm co‑founder and CEO of Helm.  I'm a 32‑year‑old woman and dressed in a pink top and a white one as well.
I'm super happy to be here and if we can go next for the first slide.  So, basically Helm means dream in Arabic and our main mission is actually to help organizations and businesses to grow together and foster inclusive societies.  Next.  So we have a dream, which is basically to promote the full inclusion of persons with disabilities in all aspects of life, and we were actually born in Egypt and we serve four countries so far in the eema region.
Like I said in order for persons with disabilities to reach this dream we need to empower businesses, organizations, and governments and all aspects of stakeholders in the society to reach that dream.  Next, mees.
We have an amazing global advisory board and we like to basically stand on the shoulders of giants.  What we do is bring the best of the best experts worldwide and we start to study in the local market what happens, what are the needs, and we try to bridge the gap between employers and businesses and persons with disabilities in a way where it transitions into the real on‑the‑ground barriers.  You can probably recognize some of these ‑‑ if somebody cannot now, of course, read all of these speakers on the screen I will be happy to share it with you later on and it's on our website, samples of our global advisory board are jay Cardinali that founded the the walt Disney department for accessibility.  Ilena Zeitzer a top disability advocate and we're more than happy to share the rest.
Next, please.  This great team our team includes persons with disabilities and people without disabilities and basically it's all about highlighting the market value of persons with disabilities.  And to help businesses to see the value of making an emerging market the size of China to become part of their efforts, and to harvest the benefits of having inclusive businesses.  Next, please.
So to build the business case of an overlooked market share, especially in Egypt when we started, disability was not on the map.  And we started building forces with a lot of the organizations working very hard on the ground.  And the number one concern was effective employment.  So, we started to highlight the numbers in Africa and region where we started to focus our efforts.  Next.
We started by identifying the real need on the ground, like I said, which is that workplaces and marketplaces have lack of knowledge of how to foster inclusive and accessible policies and standards of universal design.  Basically, shifting the model from a medical to social model with our business partners.  And on the other side, persons with disabilities themselves are hindered by so many barriers that we want to break, and that affects the way that they can fully participate in all aspects of life.  So basically, we work on both needs from both ends.  Next please.
So, we basically serve governments, businesses, as well as individuals, and the moment we are providing sponsorships and CSR opportunities as well as services to bridge this gap in order to serve our end consumer which are persons with disabilities and hopefully very soon our platforms will be available for persons with disabilities as well.  Next, please.
So, we operate like I said in the MENA region and hope to serve thousands of companies and more than 50 public entities in 22 countries in the Arab world in the coming five years.  Next, please.
So our market traction so far is 200 organizations where we're working with multinationals in all types of organizations across 20 governments in Egypt and 4 countries across 12 different sectors.  Next, please.
So in order to define the issue of the 360 problem we provided a 360 solution.  We got a lot of best practices and awards in the project across the years for the three pillars.  We have a training, recruitment, and accessibility pillars.  Next, please.
So, the 5% quota and in other countries it varies from 1 to 3 percent.  We basically emphasize on the quota to make it effective.  The law is there, but there is more and more reinforcement in the Arab countries at the moment to actually do this effectively, and we support by doing the right way to recruitment, which is creating a job analysis process and supporting companies step by step to actually effectively recruit and retain persons with disabilities in their workforce.
Next, please.
We also after COVID launched the online Helm academy which has been operating for 10 years offline and now we're serving more than 700 students online to bridge the gap between them and the job market.  We actually have in our training programs a 66% hiring rate in corporates, and some of our great partners today are going to be talking about their great success stories in this element.  And we also provide in the next slide, please, we also provide not only programs for people with disabilities, but also for corporates to bridge the gap.  So we provide all different amazing and innovative trainings from disability awareness programs where people can actually experience hangout in the dark, wheelchair challenge, one‑hand challenge and many other trainings we provide that are very effective and explain to people during the training events how persons with disabilities have great abilities that they may not be aware of and expanding their horizons about, you know, bridging the social gap for companies whether as workplace solutions or marketplace solutions.
Next, please.  We also in the last pillar that we provide is accessibility.  So we do audits whether for physical inclusion and digital inclusion.  So we support organizations to understand what kind of barriers they have inside their organizations and we empower teams to actually be able to identify them themselves by using our support services and by planning and putting policies that are effective across the years to come.  Next, please.
So, we actually also do career fairs, which reinforce the collaboration between companies and learning lessons so that concepts can share between each other as well as persons with disabilities coming from all around Egypt in order to have better access and interact, and we do multiple events for each of our stakeholders.
Next, please.
These are just some samples on the screen right now.  There is examples of the metro stations we support to become accessible because we support accessible cities.  We created the first tactile blocks in Egypt, whether in streets or transportation, and we support governments as well to bridge the gap at the end of the day to get to the workplace or marketplace you need accessible city, and this is what we're doing on the policy level and government partners to ensure this is happening as well.  Next, please.
Also on the screen are some visuals for places such as the temples in touristic locations where we provide Braille productions and support beyond the auditing and accessibility solutions to enable that for our partners, whether governmental or private.  Next, please.
We also work on amazing projects such as the higher education initiative, which is that we're actually working on the root cause of the problem for inclusion which is education.  We're working with different ministries such as the ministry of higher education in partnership with USAID and ministry of add kaition and Amid east to actually now we have effective policynd a legislation in the minute tri by the ministry of higher education to make university centers have university centers for people with disabilities there, and we started with the top five public universities in Egypt, and just a quick glimpse, Cyro University alone holds more than 250,000 people who walk into the university every day, it's like a small city, this has been creating a big impact and success which is now becoming a replicable model and we're looking forward to expand at that to further industries as well.  Next please.
On the screen are some of our key partners, governmental and public and private, which are also available on our website and that can be shared later on in accessible format.  Next, please.  All right.  Thank you very much and I hope that we build a lot of partnerships from around the world and I'm looking forward to hear from you also about great business partners here with us on the panel for their success stories and amazing partners who achieved great results for marketplace and workplace solutions.  Thank you very much.  Next, please.
So, after me with speaks Sawsan from Amazon, we have our great partners and we're looking forward to hear from her as well.  Thank you.
>> SAWSAN:  Thank you, Amena.  Hello, everyone.  My name is Sawsan Cheaito and based in Dubai and joining from my little home office, and I'm a brunette female wearing a white shirt today.  I'm really super excited to be part of this important event to talk and have a chance to talk about recruitment strategies in MENA for people with disabilities.
Next slide, please.  So I want to start first to talk about why Diversity & Inclusion is really important for us as Amazon.  So as a company of builders, we have seen firsthand that the positive impact that varying backgrounds, ideas, and inputs of viewing bring toward enforcing our everyday culture constantly on behalf of everyday customers.  As a company to innovate on behalf of our customers really heavily relies on perspectives and knowledge of people from all backgrounds.  Hence, we really strongly believe Diversity & Inclusion are good for the business.  And it's really important for the business, and fundamentally, it's simply right.  And in other words, like we serve diverse customers.  We operate in diverse communities.  And having a diverse workforce will help us so much to be able to deliver to our customer needs and to be successful.  Next slide, please.
So, to continue on this and that's why we really actively recruit people from all backgrounds and we strive to build this supportive and equitable inclusion workplace to make sure that people are feeling engaged and saved and valued and empowered to achieve and enjoy working with Amazon.
And I just want to share here that Amazon was named one of the Top 10 Companies to Work for by LinkedIn and U.S. and UK, Australia, India, Canada, Germany, Mexico, Japan, and China as well with the name to be the best place to work for disability inclusion by the Disability Equality Index.  Next slide, please.
So, in order to achieve this and to build all of this inclusive culture, we have recruitment strategies in place, and I want to talk about our philosophy when it's coming to inclusive recruitment.  And basically the philosophy is mainly derived from building this inclusive culture and hiring people from all diverse backgrounds, and making sure that we create a sense of belonging as well as make sure that our people are feeling safe, valued, respected, to achieve and to grow and to deliver.  And one of the main things that we usually do in order to achieve this inclusive culture out of our philosophy like, you know, we raze raise awareness and philosophy among all the flows to make the workplace more inclusive.  We do believe in having people with disabilities in our workplace and it really creates an inclusive culture where our employees better adapt to difficult situations.  They also consider thinking differently to solve their problems or to accomplish their tasks.  It's really amazing.  That's why having this diverse workforce, it's really helpful in making our employees think differently and achieve their best.
As well part of our philosophy, we always ‑‑ we always strive to acquire new initiatives, best practices, to improve our candidates effectiveness and experience for people with disabilities.  As well we always make sure that we adapt our policies and best practices to address needs and expectations of people with disabilities.  Next, please.
I want to talk to you about we have several programs and several initiatives that are being done globally.  I couple I want to share like we implemented Alternative Workforce Supplier Programs and this is where Amazon partnered with March of Dimes in Canada and it's a program, like a staffing program that helps individuals to overcome obstacles that they face when entering or even advancing in the workplace, starting with the people with disabilities.  And another thing we have implemented or introduced which is the applicant candidate accommodation team, and this team is specifically there to address any needs for people with disabilities during the application, the hiring process, and if there is any applicant that has specific needs when it comes to accommodation, they can just reach out for testing.
And another one I want to share with you, which is really a hugely positive impact which we created people with disabilities affinity group, and this affinity group mainly they have strong commitment to make Amazon strong place to build customers and communities that supports mental and physical abilities in the workplace.  They've been super active.  They partner with us, for example, in the Special Olympics, they do contribute or become big part in the Amazon Accessibility Awareness months every year, and they also by the way, like they share with us and be part of all the business programs like we do.  Like Alexa, like talking lockers, and all of these initiatives and ideas that Amazon works on.  This is really great.  This affinity group has like 59 chapters and the recent one was launched in Egypt, and we continue to expand to make sure that the support is recognized and represent all employees with disabilities every step of the way.
Another thing I want it point to, which is part of our strategy.  All interviews are based on leadership principles and this really helps our team to see always diverse perspective.  Next slide, please.
So, I want to dive deep in into MENA and what we have done.  So in MENA we continue to progress and we've done lots of initiatives and programs for recruitment for people with disabilities.  Amazon actively partners with organizations and academic institutions that reach the underrepresented communities, for example the recruiters, they engage with nontraditional channels like universities, for example like university in Egypt, NGOs, like foundations as well as organizations for disabilities.  We also partner with agencies and consulting firms like Helm, for example.
And other efforts we have done, which is like really successful to progress within the initiatives to hire people with disabilities is we support the STEM education for underrepresented groups.  It's like campus to corporate fast‑track program where we help people with disabilities in the technical field to get into the corporate world and help them to develop their skills.
And we also did a lot of job fairs locally across the countries.  We have internal programs that refer to attract people with disabilities.  We partner and we have as well expansive job boards for specialist hiring, and this is also very important thing we have done in Jordan.  We partnered with council for rights of people with disabilities, like the talent acquisition team and public policy team, they have lots of meetings with hired councils in Jordan for the right of people with disabilities to increase awareness, provide training, and even give us like a good database or pool of people with disabilities candidates.  Also, another thing that we always do like continuous engagement with SMEs, and for example in Saudi we're engaging with a center for disabilities research.
Next slide, please.
So more on MENA very quickly.  We have done a couple of things internally to make sure that it's not only about hiring but it's also about engaging our people with disabilities.  It's also about retaining them.  It always makes sure that they have the great experience with us before and during the employment.  So we have streamlined our onboarding process to accommodate the people with disabilities to make sure that they enjoy what they want to experience.  Make it very easy, friendly, and enjoyable for them.  Accommodations as well, we're building a specific team for MENA to assist in different tools and resources and any conduct to help our people with disabilities to effectively perform their duties and enjoy the equal employment opportunities.
And another thing I want to talk about which is important and we're continuously doing it, doing an awareness for our leaders people and managers across the board to increase this understanding of disabilities and deal with people with disabilities to create an inclusive mindset as well.  This is always very important, and it has ‑‑ this has to be continuously happening to create this awareness across the organization.  It's always an important piece, all of these things that I have mentioned because it has really bearing on the sustainability of our interventions.  Next, please.
So, to conclude, mainly, at Amazon we are, you know, best when we have our employees reflecting each other and their communities.  And that's why for us, you know, focusing on the Diversity & Inclusion is super important and that's why we have lots of resources that are available to support all people with mental and physical disabilities, whether on job postings, applications, hiring, during employment, and everything beyond that.  We have as well created our goals of Diversity & Inclusion for 2021 and this is ongoing.  We have our metrics and dashboards to track you know where do we stand in terms of hiring, development, retention, engagement of our people with disabilities.  So the road is not without challenges ahead.  It's not without challenges, so we have a lot of challenges to overcome and a lot of obstacles.  However, we do really believe that the benefits of inclusion and diversity is highly impactful, and it's really worth our commitment, investment, and attention.
And the work really has to continue to spark this positive change, and we do really, you know, believe that with the continuous awareness, with the communities and the workplace, we will always continue to raise the bar on accessibility and Diversity & Inclusion.
Also, I want to share one thing.  I'm going to share this on the chat window here, a link.  Our job openings that we have in the MENA region specific for people with disabilities, and I really encourage everyone to apply or even send referrals or share the links with all anyone that you would know who would be interested.  So the link, it's a pooling link that you can share profiles for any future openings and there will be links for specific job openings we have in MENA.  That's all about it from my end.  Now I'm going to give it to Sarah Kumal from PepsiCo head of talent acquisition.  Over to you, Sarah.
>> SARAH:  Thank you so much, Sawsan.  This was really impress.  I'm Sarah Kumal head of talent acquisition for PepsiCo from new head office in Cairo and I'm really, really happy with this forum to best sharing our practices regarding diversity and how the big companies are making so much effort and initiatives to include people with different abilities and be productive employees.
Next.  Okay.  So PepsiCo had a very specific and planned vision towards people with disabilities, especially employees and as Amena mentioned, we have the law of including 5% of employees with disability in the workforce, and yet this was not our main drivers.  At PepsiCo, inclusion and diversity has always been a core value for PepsiCo.  So PepsiCo has different vision.  Next, please.  Next.  The previous one with the vision.  Okay.  So I will be sharing the vision of PepsiCo which is not only having employees with disabilities within its workforce but in the workplace improve the culture overall for the rest of the employees and the surrounding ‑‑ (Speaking off mic) ‑‑ and to be productive employee inside of Pepsi. 
(audio fluctuating).
Of the full organization and how to integrate and deal with these employees with disabilities so that all are integrated, productive employees.  Next, please.
Okay, so we started then back in 2015 and our partnership was with the Helm foundation because we wanted to have the concrete results so we went to the specialist in this field.  Our partnership with Helm included many aspects, many major pillars.  First of all, the assessment of our physical work environment and to how and what extent we're ready to accommodate employees with disabilities for them to be productive and have real jobs inside of the organization.
And then what are the jobs that can accommodate these employees, so that they are not only enrolled in our payroll but they have a solid clear job with progression.  Then how to view capability and by doing training center and delivering special trainings for them.  And then at the end the assessment of these employees and the selection for the jobs.  Next, please.
So our project was divided into key milestones.  The first one, like I mentioned, to have a pooling matrix of all the jobs.  This is a sample of it.  The core functions, core locations, and what are the jobs that can accommodate what types of different abilities.  For example, each job, what type of disability it can accommodate so while doing the assessment of type of disability, we can do the right and perfect mix and match of people and allocation on real jobs.  Next.
Okay, then the big part.  The other arm of enablement is to have the right work environment.  So we conducted a full physical work environment assessment, especially in three major buildings or premises within PepsiCo between distribution centers and we have invested actually more than 4 million pounds in this regard so that we have back then a full integrated and enabled or enabling work environment for different disabilities, for employees that includes the ramps, facilities, special tools on the production lines, and so on.
Next, please.  Okay.  So, the beauty of this program is that it was built on a pool approach so that we did the right communications, the right awareness, and what's in it for them, for the employees.  So that when we did the kickoff campaign, we received applications and our employees applied in this program, they received through Helm and ourselves some learning development options.  Afterwards, an assessment was done and conducted.  It was a panel as well between Helm and PepsiCo employees so that we can assess different things.  It includes competencies, technical assessment, and as well how they can deal with their disability and how they can perform.  And this was a kind of in‑depth assessment and conclusion.
And, also, this included terms of skills training with Helm so that the employee with disabilities has the full integrated learning and development agenda and full assessment, and afterwards, they are placed on a real job that is secured to them, and this job is co‑job like we said.  This is not like an unproductive job.  It was a very productive job.  After doing the mix and match between the disability and type of job and work environment enabling, so that they can have the right career progression and objectives and deliverables and KPIs at the end.  Next.
Okay.  At the end you have to select the right culture for the overall organization and how it transform the culture from having employees with disabilities of an uncool job into a cool job and be integrated in a real time with managers, deliverable, and so on.
So we started by providing ethical for specific disability training for their teams, for the new teams.  And we had meetings with their direct managers.  We had also mentorship program for these employees, and at the end this was coupled with having the enabled community there which is more or less a kind of series of different engaging and inclusive activities so that it was like an inclusive organization coming from the top in an organization.  The project was sponsored by our top leaders in the organization with a clear KPI and success so that it's not like an initiative and that's it.  No.  It was the strong set from top for this project.  Next.
Okay.  Thank you.  So, last thing to say is some of you might know that the PepsiCo moved to a new head office in New Cairo and this new office is really equipped with to greet people with differing disabilities out from the beginning.  So I'm very proud that I work in a company that really works on this and think in Diversity & Inclusion as one of the core values as well.  Thank you so much.  And now over to Alaa Amer the P and G tal enter acquisition leader.
>> ALAA:  Hello everyone.  My name is Alaa Amer the Egypt talent and acquisition development leader.  I'm wearing a green blazer, medium length hair, brown eyes, sitting in a meeting room with a white background.
So, I am very honored to be presenting here today on behalf of the full team to share our recruitment journey, success stories, key highlights, mainly in Egypt and topping on Dubai program also.
So before we share our recruitment journey, it's very important for me to touch base on our equality and inclusion foundation aspiration and our global network vision.  Next, please.
So, yes, next.  So in P and G, equality is the experience of being equal, particularly in status, rights, and opportunities.  Inclusion is the feeling of belonging.  Having the space and the support to be our unique selves and experience the richness of P and G when we all come together.
Diversity remains an essential need and expectation.  It celebrates the uniqueness of each P and G employee.  The mix and the makeup of our organizations and our commitment to better reflect, deeply understand, and serve the needs of the billions of consumers and the world whose lives we touch every day.  This is our equality and inclusion foundation at P and G that has been there for several years since the company has been starting.  It's been a fundamental part of also our PDPs.  To understand our choice we must understand the language and how it resinates.  Equity is distinct from equality.  It's a requirement for us to create fair access and opportunity for everyone.  It's been intentional in how we staff and who we staff in our roles.  Ensuring opportunity that thoughtfully develop and challenges all.  Equality and inclusion represent our aspiration for the taste and for the state we want employees to be in and the feeling that they have of connectedness to each other and our organization.
And next, please.  Our global people with diverse abilities network was founded in 1999 by Jul Tan and our mission is to be a inclusive company FMCG company by creating a accessible and confident culture for disabled employees and consumers.  We had a conference last December where all of the network members attended our disability conference that we had last December.
Our mission is to enable our employee with disability and employees with disabled dependents to be valued, included, and perform at their peak, drive inclusive design to enable the company to provide branded products and services of superior quality, create products and add value that improves the lives of the world's consumers.  And, of course, as you will all seen throughout the presentation and throughout the day, the number of people with diverse abilities across the globe is 1.3 billionle people with disabilities, and we want to touch their lives, we want to touch their families, we want to make sure that if they are part of our organization that they are included and performing at their peak.
And now I will deep dive into Shine program and next, please.  So, before tapping on to our program vectors, our Shine program if you look at even all the multinational companies that were just presenting, Amazon, PepsiCo, Google, you will find there have been several vectors that all of us have focused on to deliver our mission.  And in Egypt, the landscape locally, if you look at it we have several challenges.  One is our dry pool of hiring talents, poor infrastructure and access to education, and our site and role accessibility for people with diverse abilities.  This is where I believe looking at all the presentations, we have the similar mission and vectors in our programs that we follow, which is the sites and role accessibility creating an inclusive culture, raising awareness, building our elite team disability confidence, recruitment, and external partnerships.
So, next, please.  So, what is Shine?  Shine is a program that we deployed in Egypt.  It's a one‑year rolling program providing real work experience in the corporate world while getting mentorship from outstanding leaders.  We deployed this program March 2020 when COVID hit us, despite all the challenges, despite all the setup, everything was new to everyone.  We deployed the program, we were deliberate to do it right from the beginning, and next, please.  Next.  We partnered with our top schools for hiring, NGOs such as Helm, and of course Helm was one of our main partners in the recruitment and awareness journey.  PwD targeted career fairs we attended, social media presence, make sure we kicked off in the COVID time and virtual setup, and with all the challenges that we had, and with the virtual setup, with COVID, with hiring people virtually, having new hires in our COVID setup ‑‑ next, please.  Today we have hired 38 talents across Egypt in the Shine program across our sites doing purchasing roles, marketing roles, IT, GBS, finance, and sales.
This was under the recruitment pillar and this is still a work in progress.  We are still working to hire more, to include them, and to bring them into our organization.  And after we have three talents that were offered full‑time roles after completing the one year since they joined us last May in Shane program.  In brand, in IT, and supply chain.  Next, please.
And in building our organization disability confidence, which was very important and I see everyone here today on the call has been focusing on.  And we did three things.  One, we drive the proper understanding and the tone from top educating our team and listening to their worries.  And two, raising our manager of others capability and awareness and developing them, deploying manager of others toolkits to enable them in their journey with the Shine talent and diverse ability talents in our organization.  Thee, raising our organization and employees and talents awareness through several interventions, and deploying a buddy program to support the talents, bringing Helm in to support us with the disability etiquette.  Sessions to raise organization awareness, celebrating international people with diverse abilities day, bringing external guest speakers, and having our global network leaders who is actually very popular I believe in the UK too, and she deployed, she's our brand accessibility global heeder, and she deployed the Herbal Essence shampoo with tactile to enable visually impaired candidates.  So I think one key takeaway that I'm proudly sharing today is with the right tools, accommodations, and hand‑picked managers, our talents will shine and they will perform at their peak.  Today we see great impact driven by the talents and in their businesses and the value they're adding to their organization.
Next, please.
On sites and role accessibility, which I also can see that all of us has been focusing on.  We wanted to make sure that our head office here is accessible for everyone.  We took it from 70% to 89% and they're still a work in progress.  We're making it more accessible, accommodating to our talents with tech tools, screens, parking spaces, access to the buildings, pantries, cafeteria access, and if you just click next because I want everything to appear on the slide.  Yes, having them come for our site onboarding and making sure our medical team is hands on in the beginning, and not only site accessibility that we're focusing on, but we realized that here in Egypt, we have a lot of our top talents are visually impaired.  And this is why we decided to put a focus on roles accessibility in supply chain for our visually impaired talents, we kicked off the testing to enable JAWS system which is a screen reading system that they depend on to be accessible and accommodating for our planning tools so we can have them be integrated into our organization and having full‑time roles in supply chain.
Next, please.
On external partnerships, we did several interventions throughout the past almost two years where we partnered with many companies, Helm, Dyson, special olympic foundation and kids with disabilities supporting education, and supporting our external community with talks, with learnings, with funds that we can support with to enable and accelerate our status.
Next, please.
And this is our career fair where we sponsored with Helm the first career fair, and it was a big success.  I can see the full team here.  Next, please.
This is one of our talents.  This was a poster that was circulated in our equality and inclusion month last year and Apple very proud of ‑‑ this is one of my favorite posters that was deployed last year.  She has a disability and she just got offered the full‑time role in the company after completing her one year in Shine program.  Next.
This is the reflections.  Next.  We have one reflection by our Shine talent.  I think Shine is more than just a slogan or title.  It's a concept everyone here wholehearted by believes in no matter who you approach, you'll find a helping hand, and it gives me energy to wake up every day loving what I do.  This is Hossam approaching one year in the company, and tapping quickly into the Dubai program, next, please, you'll see they have a Reach program and they called it Reach and also focus on our main pillars which is awareness and education and employment, product accessibility, workplace accessibility, and external partnerships where they have deliberately program to hire students with disabilities sponsored by disability team, HR team, disability team, testing, product accessibility tied in MENA and Saudi to be tactile, still a test in progress, and they're working on also site accessibility with the government reaching it to 82% in AMJ and for external partnerships, they partnered with the Be My Eyes application to support visually impaired talents.
Next.  So, this is me wrapping up.  So, our power lies in our uniqueness, our power lies in our togetherness, we're unique and we are united.  Thank you very much for this opportunity.  Now I pass it on to Yasmine, talent and leadership development manager for Vodafone Egypt.
>> Y ASMINE:  Hi.  Everyone.  This is Yasmi, in e the leadership development and inclusion manager the Vodafone Egypt and I'm delighted to be with you and thrilled from all the past stories that my colleagues have been sharing.  Next, please.
Okay, so I'm wearing a black jacket, talking to you from Vodafone Egypt, but today we're at the home office.  So at Vodafone, we believe in Diversity & Inclusion.  I believe we're one of the very early pioneers in Egypt that started the journey of Diversity & Inclusion and started with hiring and making our premise and offices accessible for everyone in order to have the environment of inclusivity.
Next, please.
Okay, so inclusion for all, it falls under purpose‑led Vodafone, and this is one of the main values under our strategy of Vodafone globally and locally.  So inclusion for all does not only hammer on people with disabilities but hammers on everything under the Sustainable Development Goals.  Talking in particular on ‑‑ talking in particular on the reduced inequalities which is focusing on the people with disabilities.  We aim by 2030 toempower and produce the social and economic and political inclusion of all.  Irrespective of age, gender, sex, disability, race, ethnicity.  So this is religion as well as economic status.  So this is how Vodafone works and how we believe we want to grow and we want to hammer on the inclusion for all across all of our activities.
Next, please.
Okay, so there is a number that's not appearing, so we have 28 ‑‑ 28 different people with disabilities across all functions, whether in technology, finance, HR.  Being a technology organization, this is a very challenging role.  However, we have aimed to reach that number and we were aiming to increase that number.  As my previous colleagues were saying that we have 5% as a targeted number by the government, that's by the law, but we are increasing this number year‑over‑year.  So we have people that are almost 10 years in Vodafone or even more with retention rate that is really big, and we were able to hire and promote more people.  Next, please.
We focus on our recruitment strategies on the disability versus the potentiality.  So we don't believe the function or disability or any difference is something that would limit the potentiality of a person.  We consider that our differences is a key strength and that these differences complement each other.  This is what grows Vodafone and what makes Vodafone rooted in the ability of inclusion for all.
We focus on the internal progression of people.  We focus on how we can make programs for our people with disabilities.  Last year we launched a new program that is focusing on creating career path opportunities for people with disabilities in particular but we started it by our internal people, our internal people are our ambassadors, so we don't want to start hiring or attracting people externally while we are not having this program for our internal people.  So we started by creating career paths or tracks for these people and opening the opportunities, the development, and the career opportunities that we have, and opening it for everyone and matching the right strength or the right abilities with the right career opportunities.
Next, please.
We did not only focus on the hiring process but we focused as well to make the building a full accessible building, so across all the premises of Vodafone we have full accessibility and that exercise was done long ago and year‑over‑year we do progress in it or do some revamping or renovation in it in partnership with Helm, so we have full accessible buildings.  We have emergency evacuation doors and emergency evacuation tools as well for people with disabilities.  Next, please.
This year we've conducted different activities focusing on disabilities and focusing on this as one of our internal strategies starting by recruitment, we've launched the discovered graduate program which is the new fresh graduate program.  We've been having this program for more than 10 years and however this year it's the first year that we launched it for people with disabilities in particular.  So it is not only people with disabilities.  We're engaging both.  We're engaging everyone in this program as we believe in inclusion.  So we don't believe in differences, but we are recruiting and we have targeted KPIs on the departments in order to ensure that we have the right talents.
Other as well done the discover graduate program.  We had a challenge in hiring people in managerial roles on the ‑‑ with disabilities.  So this year I believe that Vodafone is one of the early pioneers to hire people outside of the 5% that are determined by the government.  So we decided that anyone with a disability is not going to be hired under the label of the 5% with disabilities.  They are going to be hired normally having the full benefits of any employee joining Vodafone with a full salary scale and everything with no limitation.  We're removing barriers and labels that would limit anyone from growing in Vodafone.  Furthermore, we decided we're not only going to focus on people with disabilities, but we're going to focus on the managers.  We started from the executive level until the staff level for everyone to have trainings about dealing with people with disabilities, understanding the disabilities, understanding the strength, understanding the differences in order to be able to be at an inclusive environment and understand the strength of everyone differently.  We as well created a learning journey.  We have our leadership academy and we were able to train our training providers and our vendors on how to deliver trainings for people with disabilities.  Inside our trainings, we were able to have the people with disabilities and we were able to have tools that would enable our disabilities to understand the trainings and to benefit from it well.
This was a very good point for everyone that they received the learning journey and experience with the best exposure and with the right tools being technology company as well.
Lastly, one of the major things that we're proud of launching as well this year, we launched the benefits portfolio, which is a sort of discounted or subsidized activities and subsidized tools for our internal employees, whether with tools, whether with technologies, whether with services.  It was not only limited to people with disabilities.  It was also for our caregivers.  So this is a new thing that we're focusing on this year that we're not focusing only on our people and internal.  We're focusing on parents, caregivers, focusing on people who have even children with disabilities.  So we provided internally and externally different benefits to accommodate and serve everyone.  We want to cater for everyone and not only for our employees.
Next, please.
Okay.  So, being technology company, we're not only serving our employees and we wanted to serve our customers.  So these are some initiatives that we came up with.  We have an IoT‑based on accessibility and this is a service ‑‑ or this is something that Vodafone supported in with some of the employees that we provide with IoT‑based home accessibility and we have as well FMU customer service team, and lastly we have roughly that's a Vodafone application for visual impairment, and it has different ‑‑ it has different features whether from money counter, color detector, from taxi receipt, and so it helps people with visual impairment to be able to read and to drive everything normally.  Next, please.
Okay.  That's it.  Thank you very much.  It was our pleasure being with you.
>> DEREK:  Hi, everyone.  This is Derek Shields again coming back after those amazing presentations by leaders across the region focusing on the recruitment strategies and successes.  My colleague Bridgett has provided a list of questions.  As you know, we are at the hour and it's important for us to allow everyone to attend the next session.  What I'm going to ask is that we get back to you with answers to your questions through email and we'll create an FAQ follow‑up that our presenters today can submit.  We will coordinate that and we'll be back in touch.
For now we wanted to transition to our next session Regional Regulations and Laws Impacting Disability Employment in Europe, Middle East, and Africa, but first let me thank our presenters one more time for bringing us amazing recommendations and lessons learned.  Amena from Helm, Sawsan from Amazon, Sarah from PepsiCo Egypt and Alaa from Procter & Gamble and Yasmine from Vodafone Egypt and leading the way in the region and we appreciate their suggestions and time today.
Lastly, I'd like to thank our ASL and ISL interpreters and our captioner for their time and assistance in creating this accessible space.
With that, I do thank you for your time and participation and we'll close out this session.
(session completed at 6:58 a.m. CST).
(captioner standing by).
>> Recording in progress.
   >> KATE CALCUTT:  Hi, everyone.  I'm just going to give it a few seconds to let all the attendees and participants join.  This is Kate Calcutt.  The numbers are jumping up pretty quickly so that's always exciting to see.  All right.  It looks like we hit a plateau.  Good morning and afternoon, everybody.  Thank you all for joining the final panel of today's disability inclusion summit.  Hie name is Kate Calcutt and corporate coordinator at Disability:IN a white woman with long blond hair and turtle shell glasses and black top sitting in front of a dark green wall I now realize appears very black on camera in my home office in Washington DC.  I'm also filled with joy and excitement about the upcoming panel.
We'll go to the next slide.  I think.  It's housekeeping.  So I'll just touch on this quickly before I pass it over to our very knowledgable panelist.  All attendsy muted.  You may submit questions in the Q&A box at any time and we encourage you to submit as many questions as you would like.  I will moderate a question and answer session at the very end, the last 15 minutes of this panel.
For translation assistance you may use the StreamText link provided in the emails and calendar invites from me.  To select closed captioning, you can just click the little icon at the bottom to view controls and you may be able to in Zoom ‑‑ enable closed captioning in the Zoom account settings.  We also have ASL and ISL interpreters spotlighted for everyone's viewing pleasure.
All right.  This is the Regional Regulations and Laws Impacting Disability Employment in Europe, the Middle East, and Africa.  We have two amazing panelists.  Lamona Rajah and Chris Fawcett and I'll kick it off to Lamona first.
>> LAMONA:  Thank you, Kate.  It's a pleasure to be here today.  Greetings and hello to everyone from wherever you are dialing in from today.  I'm very honored to be part of the panel today.  My name as Kate said is Lamona Rajah and I work for Cummins and I'm the diverse and inclusion leader for the Africa, Middle East region.  I am a brown woman with long black hair wearing spectacles and a black top.  I am sitting in my home office in Johannesburg in South Africa.  I have a background with the company's name on it it, a C for Cummins and the tagline of refreshed global diversity and equity strategy is Winning with the Power of Difference so that is the background that you'll see behind me.  Next slide.
Okay.  I must say at the outset that this has been a wonderful journey for Chris and I as we researched and explored about the laws and regulations around disability inclusion in the EMEA region.  Now, what we came up with is that there are actually three global principles that guide laws and regulations on disability inclusion in most countries.  They provide a framework for countries and states to protect persons with disabilities and the rights of persons with disabilities and promote the equal participation in society and the economy.
The three principles which is on the slide, and I'm going to read them for you now.  The first one is the UN or United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, effective since 2008.  The second is the UN Sustainable Development Goals, effective since 2015 through to 2030.  And the third is the G20 Principles for the Labor Market Integration of Persons with Disabilities.  It sounds like a mouthful.  It really is.  These global principles really are the guiding principles that create a more global framework.  There are some countries that definitely had laws and national policies around anti‑discrimination against persons with disabilities but it was really the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities in 2008 that created that global framework that recognized both the rights of persons with disabilities, just protection in communities and society, but also their right to work.  And this Convention put a new obligation on state parties and member nations to take very specific actions around prohibiting discrimination and number two, employing persons with disabilities both in the public and private sectors.
In 2015, the UN sustainable develop am goals were put together.  There are 17 goals and they're really interesting.  3 of them specifically emphasize actions for persons with disabilities.  Goal Number 4 addresses equal access of persons with disabilities to all levels of education.  Goal number 8 addresses full productive and descent work and equal pay for equal work.  Goal number 10 addresses reducing inequality by providing social, economic, and political inclusion of persons with disabilities.
These goals have definitely helped more countries and nations to understand the specific spheres of concern for disability inclusion.  In 2018 a paper on the inclusion and integration of persons with disabilities in employment was presented at the G20 Summit.  These G20 Principles for Labor Integration of Persons with Disabilities were signed off by Member States, and it goes a step further than the previous two frameworks that I explained, by providing policy options.  Policy options that can operationalize the employment of persons with disabilities examples of policy options and measures that were in this paper and is in this paper as a guide for countries as well as for organizations, national goals, tax and financial incentives, support for employment of persons with disabilities and incentives and support for adjustment and accommodation that is made by the private sector to include persons with disabilities.
This is where we have the quota scheme coming into play.  So the quota scheme is one of the policy options and measures introduced by the G20 principles as something that countries and companies can use to adopt in addition to their national disability inclusion policies.
About a 103 countries right now have quotas and more are coming on board.  It's a form of operationalizing your national goals, so to speak.
There are proponents and opponents to the quota philosophy.  Proponents for the quota scheme say that without a quota scheme, employers are unlikely to pay any attention to the need for disability inclusion.  And the opponents of the quota scheme or quota philosophy say that you should try to steer away from quota us because of the premise that it propagates that persons with disabilities cannot get jobs on their own merit, and they steer towards implementing anti‑discrimination laws, job retention policies and options, and return‑to‑work laws instead of quotas.
Some countries see the value in both, and so they have quota schemes, and they have anti‑discrimination rules.  There are links to these three frameworks on the slide that will be accessible to you to go and explore after this presentation.
Next slide, please.
All right.  So let's take a look at the context in Africa.  On the right‑hand side of the screen I have a diagram of the African continent with about 56 countries, and it gives us an indication of those countries that have adopted the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and who have national disability policies and those who do not.  I'll go into that a little bit just now.
So, in a nutshell, all African nations have found the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities very useful and welcome in providing global guidelines and guidance on disability inclusion.  Now, Africa has a unique history.  It has a sad history of many human rights violations over many years that has been committed by people in power and sometimes by Presidents of nations.
So the African Union that brings together all the countries in Africa, came together and crafted and adopted the African Charter on Human and Peoples Rights in order to address and curb these human rights violations.  The charter does include clauses on the protection of the rights of persons with disabilities, but it doesn't go into as much detail as the three previous frameworks that I spoke about.
By 2016, about 44 countries in Africa had ratified the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities but only 35 had national policies on disability.  By 2018, both Nigeria and Egypt passed laws, national laws protecting the rights of persons with disabilities.  And, generally, what we find is that the countries that do not have a national policy as yet or have not ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, tend to be characterized by conflict or government impugnty.  Sam ola, Democratic Republic of Congo, and central Africa republic are examples.  Where there are national policies, and if you look at this it looks like a good picture and there are quite a few countries now who have in effect ‑‑ almost all have national policies, but there seems to be a discrepancy between the written policy and implementation.  That leaves persons with disabilities not really feeling the benefit of the policies that are put in place.  Now, because this is a developing part of the world and many countries in Africa actually are falling into the underdeveloped world category, persons with disabilities lack access to quality education.  They may receive substandard segregated schooling, or no schooling at all, and no access to basic resources like water, sanitation, and health care, to no opportunities for sustainable employment.
The great deal of stigma exists around disability.  Many people associate disability with curses from ancestors or the result of witchcraft, and people with disabilities are subject to torment and sometimes killings depending on the kind of disabilities they have.
Now, with this being a poorer part of the world with not a lot of government support, we do find that there is minimal social support in terms of grants and social support grants for persons with disabilities.  And for available it has to be the whole family and not just the person with the disability, and many persons with disabilities have to resort to begging for a living.  Although the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities was seen as a welcome introduction and has been important for highlighting the importance and need for disability inclusion.  There is some backlash and criticism from African nations that they were not consulted enough when it was being developed so that the local nuances and challenges experienced on the continent and at the country level in this developing part of the world has not been properly understood and brainstormed and solutioned.
That's when you now have the African disability alliance, that's an organization that has developed while being created to partner with the African Union, the United Nations, and African States to progress the agenda but it has not made significant strides as yet.  Case in point, the first time that I heard about this organization was as I was doing the research for the session.
Next slide.
All right.  Let's look at some context in the Middle East.  Before I start with this, I must say at the outset that this is a big debocle about which countries are fall into the Middle East.  Some say Turkey and Iran are part of it.  Others say they're part of Europe.  Some don't count Afghanistan and Pakistan saying that they fall more into the South Asia continent of India.  Therefore, there is no consolidated body of research with data, even from the international labor organization, ILO, on the full status of disability inclusion in the Middle East.
Countries in the GCC or the Gulf are part of the Middle East and do follow the United Nations Convention for the rights of persons with disabilities and that's the graph that you see on the right‑hand slide that shows you the countries of Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE and shows persons with disabilities in the total population.  It all depends on where you source your data from, when it is sourced, et cetera, and but I think what is really lacking is that there is no one consolidated fully published body of evidence.
In the region, some countries have a binding quota system but there is no apparent sanction for noncompliance.  The same issue would translate policy into taj tangible actions happens as in Africa, and citizens feel excluded from successfully participating in society, particularly persons with disabilities.
These countries are in the Gulf, from the GCC countries, are rich in natural oil resources and they may have more access to support for persons with disabilities where it is a government priority.  A body called the Disability Monitor Initiative Middle East was set up to monitor the legislative change regarding compliance to this United Nations Convention.  And what they found is that most policies in the region were based on a medical and charitable approach to disability.  Where the focus is mainly on benefits, tax exemptions and support for technical aids.  So that still leaves a gap in effective participation in society.  Both in terms of education and in terms of employment.
In comparison with the African countries, the GCC countries may have a better social support system and with the other middle Eastern countries as well but as I said there is definitely gaps in providing more opportunities for education and employment, and if you listen to the previous session, you would have heard in the recruitment strategies, some of the countries in North Africa and Egypt talk about some of the things that they're doing and citing this as an issue as well.
Together with this backdrop, the refugee crisis does negatively impact refugees with disabilities.  Often impacting the basic needs and basic provisions, and therefore it seems like a will the of the policies that governments put in place has to do around the protection of people's rights, has to do with providing access to basic necessities, and may not get to the education and employment aspect of disability inclusion.
On that point of the medical and charitable approach to disability, I would like to introduce my co‑panelist Chris Fawcett who will share more about how definitions of disability vary across the region.  And actually influence policy and implementation.
>> CHRIS:  Thank you very much, Lamona.  It's an honor to be talking with everyone on the call today about this really important topic.  As Lamona says my name is Chris Fawcett, a white male with grayish brown, actually I'm not kidding, more gray than brown hair, in my home office in the UK.
My pronouns are he/him.  I am ‑‑ I've got a background behind me with Pearson's ERG for disability logo called Person Able and I have the honor of being one of the co‑chairs of that ERG.
So for those of you who don't know, Pearson is a global education company, and our mission is to help learners achieve their potential through learning, every stage in their life, by creating a better more equitable world in the press of the learning journeys that everyone undertakes in their lives.  I should say right off from the get go, please excuse me if I'm not looking directly at my camera while I'm talking.  I actually have a visual impairment with various screens around me.  You have got my full undivided attention if I look distracted, I'm not and you have my attention.
To follow on what Lamona was saying, next slide, please, Kate.  It's worth noting from the get go that the way disability is defined within all around the world differs.  Lamona mentioned about the 2008UN Convention and the G20 commitments and principles that are have come about in the last few years, but it's definitely worth noting that for many countries that journey of considering disability in legislation started a long time before that, and there is a huge variation in the way different jurisdictions approach disability equity, both from cultural, historical, economic, and social starting points.  There is a huge disparity in EMEA and around the world as well.
The way that's manifested, if you look at the UN Convention, disability was defined in 2008 as a kind of global standard definition there, but definitions were made a long time before that within local jurisdictions, and historical and cultural ethos within different nations led to different definitions there.
Also, it goes beyond the definitions, and the way different legislatures have approached the categorization of people with disabilities is also very different and we'll drill down to that in a second.
But for the sake in point, there isn't just one global definition of disability across the world.  So the codification and the definition, just a couple of examples coming from Europe is that Germany's legal definition of disability is largely based on a legal framework, and that legislation sets out certain criteria that would allow one to identify as having a disability or not using some fairly different criteria.  The control status in some of the Scandinavian countries where in their legislation, disability itself isn't actually defined, and that is conscious to avoid any stigmatization that mab apparent in society and there is a whole host of nations within the middle of that within Europe.
So everyone is coming ‑‑ everyone is coming at a country level from a very different starting base with different definitions and different codifications of what classifies as a disability or doesn't.
I'm going to throw it back over to Lamona right now actually who is more of a expert than I am in terms of definitions in the Middle East and Africa.
>> LAMONA:  Thank you, Chris.  As you said, Chris, we do find that some definitions are more on the medical model than it is on the social model.  Depending on the country that you talk about.  What I found very fascinating in this work is that in the Middle East and in north Africa there is a preference to use the term Persons with Determination or certainly with the people that I work with in Cummins across that region.  There is a reason for that.  The reason behind it is a history of stigma, stereotypes, and exclusion from families and society that has led the sovereign leadership in that part of the world and governments to reframe mindsets by changing the terminology.
>> CHRIS:  Thanks, Lamona.  Really interesting points there.  Next slide, please, Kate.  I picked on the UK just to kind of show the way legislation has evolved in many nations over a long period of time.  I'm not going to drill down into any of these specifically, but it's an interesting journey to kind of plot out.  So going back to the 18th Century back in 1730, the UK statute books had a vacancy act upon them which was partial definition of disability in terms of mental disability, and it was quite nonsupportive of people with mental differences.  But that was the first articulation of a mental difference on the statute books in 1713.
And then jumping forward into the 19th Century, you can see some active parliament there that we would consider particularly archaic in today's society.  So, you know, the terminology of the lunatic's act, the idiot's act, the lunacy act, it kind of gives a flavor of the thinking towards mental disability was at that particular point in time.
And then it wasn't until 1970 where the first legislation, anywhere in the world, came into fruition that provided legal support for people with disabilities to protect their rights, so that was the 1970 Act and then that's evolved since through to the 1995 Disability and Discrimination Act and the current legislation in the UK is 2010.  So I just wanted to kind of show you this as a kind of one example within one jurisdiction of how the approaches to disability on the statute books has changed over time and will continue to do so.
Next slide, please, Kate.  So, thinking about Europe itself, worth mentioning right from the outset that a lot of what I'm talking about today is going to be coming from the EU, the European Union and 27 members, but that isn't everyone that's in Europe.  There are countries outside of the EU that still form part of that content.
So, on the screen in front of us right now we've got a chart which shows the prevalence of disability in different European countries.  Thinking back to what I was saying earlier about the way different jurisdictions have defined disability, that partly accounts for the huge array of the percentages of people with a disability within any given country, ranging from Malta over on the left where 12% identify as having a disability, all the way across to Slovania and Latvia on right‑hand side with high 30% and 40% of people with disabilities as identifiable.  Partly that's definition but also different approaches adopted within these nations will be part of the reason why this disparity exists.
Thinking about the EU and what the EU has been doing and will continue to do, 135 million people in the EU have some form of disability.  And every single Member Nation of the EU, all 27 nations, by virtue of them joining the EU, subscribe to the UN Convention that Lamona mentioned earlier, both as members of the EU and in their own individual rights as well.
So within the EU, kind of beneath the level of the UN, there have been a couple of strategies that have been rolled out that there is an expectation that all Member States subscribe to.  There was a European Strategy 2010 to 2020 that has now opinion replaced with the 21 to 2030 Strategy.  I'm not going to go into any details on that because we haven't got time.  We could spend hours talking about it but there are links in the slides once you get them.
Also to mention in addition to the strategies that are operating within the EU, there are a number of other initiatives such as the European Accessibility Act and there is an EU Directive which spells out a framework for the treatment of employment and occupations for people with disabilities.  So there is lots of things going on.
But the takehome point is that these are kind of guiding principles and all EU Member States need to subscribe to the strategy.  But it's completely individual to nations as to how they tackle that.  And linking it back to the slide I showed earlier about the very different historical and societal and cultural thinking about disability over time has led to a bunch of different approaches that exist within local legislature on a country basis.  Next slide, please, Kate.
So, in terms of different country's approaches to disability and disability employment, again, there is another similar graph to the previous one which shows a huge disparity across Europe in terms of the disability employment gap so that's the difference between unemployment rights of people with and without disabilities, so again you know we're talking about a low percentage, you know a fewer than 5 over in Luxembourg to the right‑hand side where there is a huge disability employment gap in countries such as the Netherlands and Hungary, and again that's partly down to the definitions of disability being different.  But also due to the different approaches created from a cultural perspective.
Broadly speaking, the initiatives that governments roll out can fall into two broad groupings in terms of the public employment services that any state brings about.  On the one hand, you've got demand so things like anti‑discrimination legislation, awareness‑raising campaigns, employment quotas, wage subsidies, these are things that states bring about as part of the legislature that highlight the need for greater level of employment for people with disabilities and contrasting that with more of a supply approach which are things like health care reforms, improvements of prevention and rehabilitation for people with disabilities, and it goes on.
So, there is very different approaches that different nations have taken over time.  And I'm going to drill down into just a couple of examples of that on the next slide, please, Kate.  Which will hopefully highlight some different approaches and the disparity across all of the nations within Europe.
So this is broadly categorized into a few areas.  This preventative measures for irradicating disability ‑‑ disability employment gaps.  I got stuck there.  (Laughing).  Things like in Denmark, there is mandatory rehabilitation for people with prolonged sick leave.  In the Netherlands, there are insurance penalties that are imposed ‑‑ that can be imposed.  Leading on to disability assessments, these are very different approaches to the way disability is assessed within nations and there are a couple of examples there.
Moving into rehabilitation measures to improve employability.  Some countries such as Austria go down a very social enterprise approach in pairing up people with disabilities with employment.  This is a whole host, a massive array of financial incentives to encourage job searching and reemployment for people with disabilities.  And in the way that benefits and pay awards are given to people with disabilities who are seeking jobs, it can be an incentivization there that varies across different jurisdictions.
And then possibly most importantly for the audience that we're talking to today, the way nations engage employers to encourage disability employment, as Lamona mentioned earlier on, Spain and Australia have very defined quota systems that are imposed and taxation and ‑‑ taxation might be a penalty for those companies that don't actually meet their quotas.
Sweden takes a very different approach with wage subsidies of up to 80% of employment for people with disabilities within companies.  In the UK, there is a workplace adjustment scheme called Access to Work, that's basically the state funds large workplace accommodations or adjustments for people with disabilities there so the employer doesn't carry that themselves and it's largely met by the state.
Inclusive redesign of work is something that happens in the Netherlands where they actually look at the jobs specifically, the job roles, and make sure that they are suitable for young people with disabilities to enter into in the first place.  And there is another couple examples from the UK about benchmarking schemes that are run by the state and things like disability confidence scheme in the UK and parts of that is guaranteeing interviews for applicants with disabilities who meet the minimum requirements for the job specification.
So, that's a real scattered approach across all the different types of initiatives, but the whole point is that there is a huge array of different mechanisms that different countries are using for different reasons through the legislature and initiatives that kind of sit within a nation on top of the legal definitions as well.
So hopefully that gives you a flavor for the sheer breadth across the European region.  Next slide, please, Kate.
So, Lamona and I have give an really high‑level overview of the different types of legislation and disparity in the legislation that occurs all the way across EMEA, but if we think about it, the legal aspect is only one driver for us as employers and organizations to be thinking about employment for people with disabilities.  So the legal things are really important, but equally as important is the moral consideration.  It's the right thing to do to employ people with disabilities.  That comes back to some of the parts of the UN Convention that Lamona mentioned earlier, it's the right thing to do, it's a social model.  It's all of those things.  It's the right thing to do.
But another aspect is the commercial drivers for employing people with disabilities, and I think the obligation is probably on companies such as the ones that we're talking with today to consider what the benefits commercially are for employing people with disabilities.  There is loads of research out there that shows that people that have a diverse recruitment strategy, including people with disabilities, are more productive, they are more successful financially, but also the consideration of the experiences, the lived experiences of people with disabilities can have a really positive impact on the way an organization works, but also through to the products and services or whatever it is that the company is doing outside and using that knowledge and skill as an experience of a lived experience is vital to understand the needs of the 1.3 billion people in the world with disabilities that that company will be serving part of.
So, it's a good starting point.  The legislation is a good starting point, but it goes well beyond that.  I've been talking for ages.  Lamona, what do you think about that?
>> LAMONA:  Absolutely, Chris.  I think as you and I spoke, we spoke about the need for both public and private sector to translate the various laws into practical actions, so the laws are not going to do that for you.  The G20 summit and the principles from there may help you, the UN Sustainable Goals may help you with some of the principles, but it's up to individual companies, especially in the private sector for the companies that are on the call today to think about converting them into practical actions.  An example of a country in Africa that has a really comprehensive disability legislation laws and regulations is South Africa, and I'm south South African so I can speak with authority.  It's set within the context of employment equity, but it has not yet translated into substantial increases in employment, sustainable employment for persons with disabilities, particularly from previously disadvantaged race groups.  So for those of you on the call familiar with the apartide regime part of the south African history before we attained democracy, previously disadvantaged race groups still suffer the impact of the apparide system, specifically people with disabilities.  An example the government put in place a few years ago is learnerships, you may understand internships or graduate programs in the countries or regions you're coming from, but it was an attempt to increase the employment of an unemployed segment of the population.  And persons with disabilities became one of the focus groups show and it invited corporate and private sector to come in and help employ persons with disabilities who have only a secondary school qualification, so they did not have a tertiary college level education because the chances of them get accesses to reach that is none, zero to none, very limited.  And so corporates come on board, they bring on learners with disabilities into organizations, employ them for a period of 12 months, the period can go up to about 24 months, but the minimum is 12 months.  And give them workplace training, workplace skills, and working experience so that they can put that on to their resumes, CVs, and that will make them more employable in the market when they go out into the market.
And they are required to pay for a formal qualification for the learners according to certifications that align with the industry that the company is in and that is signed off by the South African Qualifications Authority Board, and so what started off as hope for this group of talented and citizens, has turned out to be what I described to Chris as a sausage machine.  So companies invest in a ‑‑ a lot of companies invest in the learnership program and get their points on the scorecard according to the quotas and the diversity compliance legislation here in South Africa, and so year after year they gather the points because they can show that they have persons with disabilities in their records.
It doesn't translate into full‑time employment, so it's just for that contract period of 12 months, and there may be different things going on, and generally there is very high unemployment rate amongst this group even though this great program has been put in place, even though we have great employment equity legislation and disability legislation.
So, that's where, you know, companies need to really come in and start to do something different, as Chris said, balancing the legal, moral, commercial reasons, and really leading the way on how we translate and develop policies and programs to achieve the objectives behind the laws that we've just spoken about.
>> CHRIS:  That's awesome.  Thanks, Lamona.  Conscious on time and there are awesome questions coming in.  To sum up a bit, I suppose.  Everyone on the call today and the organizations that we're working in has a fantastic opportunity to be cognizant of what local laws exist, and they may manifest very differently all the way across the EMEA region, so we need to be cognizant of that.  But we've got the opportunity to go well and above and beyond that through the definition of our values within our companies.  And you know no matter where within the global footprint we're operating, bearing in mind any quirks of local legislation.  But you know, we can drive this over and above what any local jurisdiction is requiring us to do.  You know, so, you know, a company's values, a company's strategy is as if not more important, I think, than the legislation.
The legislation is the minimum, and we can all go well above and beyond that.
So, on that note, can hand it back over to Kate.  Kate, have we got some questions?
   >> KATE CALCUTT:  Thank you, Chris and Lamona.  Yes, we do.  My power point is being a bit funky, so I'm going to end ‑‑ I'm going to absorb stop sharing the screen about the PowerPoint and then we'll go to questions that we've been receiving over the presentation.  Okay.  It looks like while I pull up the questions.  Yes, Karla, the slides and recording will be sent out within the next 48 hours and it will come directly to your inbox so you don't have to search for it anywhere.  Okay.
And then our first question is from ‑‑ well, Lamona you answered this already, but in case the chat is not fully accessible to everybody.  Do you know who produces the data on disability for Yemen in the middle east?  Looks like Lamona is typing if you want to answer that first.
>> LAMONA:  I don't really know.  As I said, it was difficult to find the research and sometimes I needed to go on to Google Scholar and look at articles in journals, scientific journals.
But there is a body called the Disability Monitor Initiative/Middle East or DMI/ME that I think you can contact in order to find out that information because they are monitoring the application of legislation in the Middle East.
   >> KATE CALCUTT:  That's very helpful.  Thank you.  The next question we will go to Lamona also.  Are the global principles ‑‑ are these global principles for just EMEA?  For example, does the U.S. have a different set of principles like the ADA?
>> LAMONA:  They are global principles and applicable all over the world, but every country translates that into their national policy, so it's not just for EMEA.  It's for the whole world.  The U.S. does have the Americans Disability Act, the ADA, and that is a national policy, but you will find in national policies that people have drawn from the frameworks of the global principles that I spoke about, particularly you'll see in what Chris shared, you can see the difference between high‑income countries and middle‑income countries or developed world versus underdeveloped world or developing world.  Chris shared a lot about what's happening in the European Union around integration of people with disabilities, the tax incentives, the sanctions or the tax implications, and reintegration or rehabilitation of people with disabilities into the workplace.  That's not even heard of here in Africa.
So it just shows the focus also depends on where the country is at and what the current development and the history and population dynamics are.
   >> KATE CALCUTT:  Thank you so much.  This next question will go to Chris.  And then Lamona you may also answer as soon as we wrap up with Chris.  Given the rules ‑‑ given that the rules and regulations impacting disability employment vary depending where you are based, how are Cummins and Pearson navigating the landscape?
>> CHRIS:  Awesome question.  I think some of that comes back to what I was finishing up in the wrap‑up there with in terms of the way companies have the opportunity to go over and above what any local jurisdiction is.  So in some ways it's coming back to the principles from the global initiatives such as the UN Convention, in that we need to be, any company operating within a geography, needs to be complying with the local levels with any ‑‑ so not breaking the law in any country that they're operating in.
But there is an opportunity I think for all companies who operate globally to go over and above any one specific aspect of local legislation and actually, you know, go above and beyond.  So it's a kind of balancing act.  Knowing what the local legislation is, making sure you're meeting that, with you and the values and global policies that you adopt within a company, there is an opportunity to go above and beyond that.
>> LAMONA:  Chris and Kate, it's the same for Cummins.  We have a where we go above the law wherever we go.  But when Diversity & Inclusion we go above the law wherever we go, show in a safe way safe for the demographic of diversity would really be the role model and champion the way.
   >> KATE CALCUTT:    Beautiful answers.  The next question goes in the same order.  Chris then Lamona.  How do you give the leadership team that it's worth going above and beyond the resources.
>> CHRIS:  Great question again.  Thank you for it.  I think the approach we've taken is along those three high‑level principles that I mentioned earlier.  You know, so there is the commercial aspect, there is the moral perspective, and but there is also the legal aspects, too.  So the legal is almost minimum compliance, you know.  It's quite prescriptive.  But in terms of what the value for being truly inclusive for disability is to a company, it goes beyond that in terms of the reputation of the company in the global market.  If a company can be seen to be proactively both within its own organization being inclusive and equitable, but also reflecting that in the products and services that it operates externally.  The moral obligation and the commercial kind of come together in that regard.  It's the right thing to do.  You know, 1.3 billion people in the world have some form of disability, collective spending power of 8 trillion a year.  That's huge.  So commercially, there is different angles that will resinate with different people, but there is something there for everyone.
   >> KATE CALCUTT:  I love the way you put that.  Different angles for different people so not just one clear‑cut way to approach a leadership team to perceive that.
>> CHRI s.:  I think you're on mute.
   >> KATE CALCUTT:  Am I still on mute?  Is it off now?
>> LAMONA:  Can you hear me?  Okay.  I lost everyone for a minute.
   >> KATE CALCUTT:  Oh, goodness.  Okay.  If you can hear me now, I'll repeat the question for you if you're ready for an answer and we can hear you loud and clear.
>> LAMONA:  Yes.
   >> KATE CALCUTT:    How do you convince the executive leadership team that going beyond compliance is worth the investment of time and resources.
>> LAMONA:  With Cummi nrkses I was lucky because we have Diversity & Inclusion as moral value and advance the business case butky tell you what I've had to do with some of the executives in the Africa and Middle East region and what I did was to say to them that anyone can have a disability or incur disability at any stage in their lives.  Or anyone ‑‑ I heard someone once say anyone is a disability waiting to happen.  So trying to get people to see that if this happens to you, if it you do incur disability and get one through some event, what will happen?  Will you be able to work for the company?  Will you be able to work on your team?  Will you be able to provide for your family, et cetera, and continue life as you do right now?  Because many people feel like it doesn't ‑‑ it doesn't affect them, so they push it away from them and it's not something that they want to invest in.  So I bring that personally case to move the heart, right.  It's an emotional call out to move people to action.
   >> KATE CALCUTT:  Beautiful.  Thank you.  I think the call to action, we're going to wrap up with two final questions, and this first one will go to Chris.  Can companies ‑‑ can a company's disability business or Employee Resource Group help compliance ‑‑ help companies comply and go beyond compliance?  I think this really goes into your beyond the law slide, so I think it would be perfect if you could touch on this briefly.
>> CHRIS:  Absolutely.  Thanks, Kate.  I think any ERG or BRG can support and work with the business for that.  And, again, it probably will manifest differently in different organizations as to what the remit of the ERG or BRG actually is.  But with the common model of ERGs partnering with the business on a number of initiatives, utilizing the knowledge and the passion that is in existence within an ERG, coupled with the more strategic leadership drive within an organization, those two things can work really well together to actually accomplish things well and above and beyond the minimum legal requirements.
I think that's probably true of all the areas of diversity, but particularly true in terms of disability.
   >> KATE CALCUTT:  Excellent.  What are some of the resources to support an employee with invisible disability in Africa and Middle East also known as non‑apparent disability.
>> LAMONA:  I think that very much depends, Kate, on the individual companies and resources that they are making available.  And there are many resources Disability:IN has as well, in fact, that companies can make use of around nonvisible and invisible disabilities and just create more social awareness and acceptance, firstly, with the organization to make everyone more comfortable with talking about it and understanding and knowing.  Because you have to demystify this.  People are generally scared or threatened, and sometimes ignore or pretend that something doesn't exist because they don't know what they don't know.
And as Chris was saying, you know, ERGs, BRGs can really help to socialize that, create more comfort, provide more education and awareness around this, and so education and awareness is one of it.  I would say reach out to Disability:IN and other organizations that have material like this.  And unfortunately, the global principles that I spoke about from a laws and legislation perspective, doesn't give that kind of guidance.  You know, there are other bodies that would give you that, but I would definitely say to start with Disability:IN.
   >> KATE CALCUTT:  Thank you so much.  I think this last question I promise, I know I keep saying only one more question, but they keep coming in and they're so wonderful.  So we will go with Chris and then Lamona and then I'll close us out.  The final question I think goes beautifully with what you just said Lamona.  Sustainable employment will require lifelong learning and what is being done at your company to ensure that the employment skills program ‑‑ that the employment skilling programs themselves are accessible?
>> CHRIS:  I think that's another awesome question.  Such good questions coming in today.  Thank you for that.  In terms of the recognizing the skills and experiences of people with disabilities, it's a journey.  Right.  And I know there has been some fantastic presentations earlier on today and other work that Disability:IN is doing.  One of the starting points of that is self‑identification and creating a culture where people are comfortable disclosing a disability as a voluntary context or named individual.  I think that's the starting point.  And then working through leadership strategies on ensuring that those people with declared disabilities can progress equitably in the careers, but also it comes back to one of the points I was raising earlier about the strapline of nothing about us without us.  And you know thinking about the experiences of people's lived lives with disability in developing and operating products and services.  And I know other colleagues earlier on in the summit today have spoken about that at some length.
Really, broad reaching.  Difficult to drill down into any one specific thing.
   >> KATE CALCUTT:  Lamona, do you want anything to add.
>> LAMONA:  Yes, Kate.  I definitely say you need to analyze your employee life experiences or the moments that matter.  So, from your recruitment and your hiring to your advancement and promotion and et cetera.  You have to look at where people or persons with disabilities are falling off, where there are gaps, and then address that.  Are there global or employer‑wide programs that they are not represented in that they are not participating in, and you would need to address that.  Or are there specific needs and specific interventions that you would need for them that need to be created for them?  That's where I would say you need to start.  In Cummins, we believe in powering all of our employees' potential.  So allowing every employee to achieve their career aspiration and their career dreams, we call it their dreams and aspirations.  And just understanding what is it that you want to do, and then managers helping people to enjoy their dreams through coaching and managing that talent for success.
   >> KATE CALCUTT:  A beautiful and uplifting way to end this panel.  Chris and Lamona, I'm so thankful for you both.  Your hard work and diligent research made this presentation absolutely fascinating.  Excuse me.  It's eye opening, and I hope very inspiring for the companies able to join us today.  I also would like to thank our ASL and ISL and captioning teams.  Guys, they've been with us all mocker and they've just jumped from room to room right on time and with the best outlook which is wonderful to work with such a great set of teams.
To our audience, thank you all for joining today's EMEA summit.  We are thrilled you were able to be part of the inaugural EMEA Summit hosted by Disability:IN.  If you're interested in learning more about the EMEA or any of our other Disability:IN regional councils, we have them in APAC, LATAM and regional roundtable that represents North American employees with global roles.  Reach out to me via email at Kate@disabilityin.org and happy to discuss me opportunities you see that we could be doing.
I hope this event will propel the disability inclusion journey and at your individual companies all across the world.  Thank you again, and I hope you all have a wonderful day.  Bye.
(session completed at 7:59 a.m. CST)
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